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2 TREE CARE INDUSTRY – MARCH 2009

A
s TCIA members gathered together to learn with and from each other at February’s Winter

Management Conference, a theme in conversations began to appear. People were really think-

ing about how they could seek out strong partners to weather the business issues of today.

Some were talking about making better connections with businesses at home that could refer new cus-

tomers. Some were partnering on government contracts. Some were partnering with each other. Some

were exploring and creating new ways to structure doing business.

In many ways, it mirrors what TCIA does in picking great partners to bring you even better services.

TCIA has long been a strong partner with ISA. In the past, we have created joint projects. Now, we bro-

ker our relationships. We have a terrific relationship with the ISA chapters throughout the nation who help

us deliver access to everything from EHAP to CTSP to advertising to having a presence with our mem-

bers at their shows. ISA and TCIA are members of, and work together on, the Sustainable Urban Forests

Coalition, the Sustainable Sites Initiative, and the CTLA Guide Council. We have a brochure through the

Better Business Bureau that promotes best practices in the business of arboriculture and the care of trees.

We have an MOU (memorandum of understanding) that provides advertising and exhibit-space

exchanges and complimentary attendance at each others’ meetings. Jim Skiera, ISA executive director,

and I speak regularly to talk about industry issues and to keep the channels of communication open. 

TCIA also partners with PLANET on a Legislative Conference, and a decade ago we sub-contracted

government affairs work with ANLA until we had our own system up and running. These are just three

examples of picking the right partners for the right work and getting a more powerful result.

The reason that I share this is because it’s a proven method of getting the job done, many times more

cost effectively, and with more achieved in the end, because you’ve done it together. It requires clear

delineation of expectations up front, constant and open communication, and the establishment of trust

in your partners. As with any relationship, it has to be nurtured and cared for, with issues negotiated

through as soon as they develop.

In the end, it makes the result you were seeking stronger, distributes the burdens that come with run-

ning any business, and enhances the possibilities by having more perspectives in the mix of

problem-solving. It does require “playing well with others;” a willingness to be part of the answer and

not all of it; a foundation in believing the good intentions of all partners; a willingness to share the glory

of achievement together; and ultimately, a desire to put, in our case, the members first; in your case, the

clients first. 

So as we navigate through some challenging territory, take some time to think about how you can fur-

ther maximize your existing partnerships and whether there are some other partnerships in your

communities you might consider building. There may be more clients to be identified, more business to

be had, and a more effective and efficient way to do so that simply had not entered your thinking before.

Talk to some of your colleagues as well and see what they are building in their backyards, because there

are conversations going on right now.

There is strength in picking great partners.

Cynthia Mills, CAE, CMC
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ON THE COVER: Zack Hancuff of Total Tree Care, Inc. in
Providence, Utah, works on one of seven large, black willows
being removed for North Logan City, Utah, November 20,
2008. “The job was a bit more challenging because they
were next to a busy road and they grew over both lanes,”
says Total Tree owner Mark Malmstrom. “For each crane pick,
We closed off both lanes to make sure that there would not
be problems with anything that fell loose, and to protect the
climber who set the straps as he descended onto the road.
Fortunately nothing came loose and all of the picks went
smoothly.” Photo by Travis Robson.
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By John Ball, CTSP, and Donald F. Blair

E
very time someone has the misfor-

tune to be killed in an accident

involving a wood chipper, the

reporting newspaper will often include the

following citation: “A total of 31 people

died in chipper accidents between 1992

and 2002 according to an article published

in a 2005 Journal of the American Medical
Association.” Ironically, one newspaper

used this phrasing twice in an eight-month

period. If there have only been 31 fatal

accidents in an 11 year period, it does seem

odd that a single community would experi-

ence two within a year. 

Once and for all, we want to set the

record straight about the realities of fatal

and nonfatal chipper accidents in profes-

sional tree care. Before we go into detail

regarding the oft-quoted citation, a brief

review of the history and classification of

brush and wood chippers is in order.

There are two main classifications of the

mobile brush and wood chippers common-

ly used in tree care maintenance: drum and

disc. Drum chippers were first introduced

in the late 1940s-early 1950s. Originally

considered expensive when compared to

dump fees for brush; most early chippers

were purchased by line clearance firms,

municipalities and larger residential/com-

mercial tree services. By the mid-1980s,

with a steady supply of used chippers mak-

ing their way to the market while dump

fees doubled and quadrupled, brush chip-

pers became as commonplace on the job as

a chain saw. 

Drum chippers are manually fed by care-

fully aiming the butt of a limb at the throat

of the spinning drum. When all goes well,

the blades snatch the limb, hurling chips

out the discharge chute. If the aim is off,

the blades are dull or the branch is too

large, too dead or any combination of the

above, the chipper will either fail to feed,

or will kick back what it won’t take.

Feeding a drum chipper is an art. Knowing

what size of what species of tree a given

machine can digest; stacking the brush for

“easy’ feeding and cutting off side limbs

that could prevent the brush from going

through, takes time and practice to achieve

proficiency. In the heyday of drum chip-

pers, the most common hazards were get-

ting slapped with long, whippy limbs,

breathing dust from something like

sycamore, and kickbacks. 

With all of this in mind, one of the great

selling points of the disc chipper design

when it was first introduced in 1980 was

the fact that the hydraulic in-feed rollers

took all of the skill out of chipping brush.

Instead of being skilled in operating a drum

chipper safely and efficiently: with a disc

chipper all you have to do is stick the limb

between those hydraulic rollers and the

machine will do the rest. That seems sim-

ple enough, doesn’t it? 

At the same time, the manufacturer

assured us that this type of machine, with

its automatic in-feed rollers, was so much

safer than drum chippers that accidents

would be virtually eliminated. Looking at

the hydraulic in-feed rollers only a foot or

so off the ground and less than a foot from

the lip of the feed table, we were openly

skeptical then and only more so now. Any

piece of machinery with moving parts, lots

of horsepower and sharp blades is no safer

than the operator. In turn, the operator is no

8 TREE CARE INDUSTRY – MARCH 2009

When used as the manufacturer intends and our
standards require, chippers are safe. However,
each year tree workers die because someone
ignored or failed to enforce, safe work practices. 
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safer than their mindset, training, supervi-

sion and enforcement by their employer of

all applicable safety and operating instruc-

tions.

In the mid-1980s, two drum chipper

fatalities, in the same year within 200 miles

of each other, shocked every arborist who

heard about them. At the time, we thought

that this was a rare and tragic coincidence

by virtue of the fact that we had heard of so

few such other accidents.

Not long after disc chippers began to

gain popularity in the industry, we began to

hear stories of people losing hands, but

again, not so many reports of fatalities.

One thing we noticed at each successive

TCI EXPO, the in-feed hoppers got higher

and deeper than the preceding models. We

are convinced now that just because we

didn’t hear about an accident as gruesome

as going through a chipper didn’t mean it

wasn’t happening somewhere to someone.

Compared to a disc chipper, you’re

going to have to work harder at getting

processed by a drum chipper, but both may

instantly be converted for use as a meat

grinder, if you are so inclined. 

One popular method would be to stand at

the center of the feed table, lean over at the

waist and reach as close to the blades as

you can to shove those little sticks in;

because a push stick is too much bother.

Failing that, you could also back the chip-

per up to a landscape berm or a retaining

wall so that the feed table is even with or

below the level of brush to be chipped.

From this lofty vantage point, you could

easily stand on the feed table, shoving in

brush until you slipped and fell into the

blades.

With this background in place, we may

now return to the primary subject of this

monograph. The Journal article frequently

cited in newspaper accounts of chipper

accidents has a most distinguished lineage:

“Fatal and Nonfatal Occupational Injuries

Involving Wood Chippers – United States,

1992-2002” (Journal of the American
Medical Association, vol. 293: 416-418)

was based upon a Center for Disease

Control (CDC) analysis of the same title.

The report compiled 11 years of data from

the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) cen-

sus of fatal and nonfatal occupational

injuries involving chippers. 

The article concluded that a total of 31

occupational injury deaths were associated

with operating a wood chipper during the

reporting period. The workers were all

males and many were between 25 and 34

years of age at the time of the death. The

main cause of the fatalities was being

caught in the machine, followed by being

struck by flying objects. The report also

estimated 2,042 nonfatal injuries from

chipper accidents during the same period.

The only thing wrong with the report is the

fact that, while 31 deaths and 2,042 injuries

during the reporting period are certainly

cause for concern, the actual number of

fatalities is truly shocking!

An ongoing research project on tree

worker safety being conducted by South

Dakota State University (SDSU) indicates

that chipper fatalities are occurring some-

times as often as twice a month, as opposed

to the oft-cited statistic of less than three a

year. To contrast the South Dakota State

University data with the AMA/CDC/BLS

statistics: five tree workers were killed in

separate accidents involving chippers dur-

ing a nine week period at the end of 2008.

One was killed reaching in to clear a jam.

In another, the worker was pulled in while

grabbing a branch that was stuck in the

running machine. The third and fourth

workers were pulled in feet-first while

clearing jams. The fifth was clearing

branches from a chipper that had been

propped up on blocks, crushing him to

death when it fell.

These accidents underscore two major

concerns. First, the BLS under-reporting

creates an unrealistically rosy view of the

workplace and a false sense of security. If

tree workers believe that less than three

people a year are killed while chipping,

they may think the odds of having an acci-

dent are very low. On the other hand, if tree

workers knew that at least one person was

KWC (killed while chipping) every two

weeks or so, they might be more inclined

to quit standing on the feed table and begin

working in a safer manner. 

Second, since chipper accidents are this

TREE CARE INDUSTRY – MARCH 2009 9
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Kicking branches into the chipper is one of the more common causes of chipper accidents. Bryan Kotwica image.
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common, what must be done

to reduce them? 

The SDSU compilation of

chipper accidents from 1997

to 2008 indicates that the

majority of the fatalities

involve workers engaged in

activities that willfully vio-

late accepted industry safety

standards as well as manu-

facturer recommendations.

In fact they were all doing

exactly what all chipper

manufacturers say not to do!

In one instance, as a worker

was using his foot to push

branches into the in-feed

rollers, his shoe became

caught on a stub, pulling

him into the machine up to

his waist. He died within

minutes. 

There are numerous acci-

dents that have a similar set

up and outcome; a worker

stands with a foot on the

feed table to clear out a jam

or kick brush. His or her

shoe or pant leg becomes entangled in the

brush, pulling them into the machine. 

Chipper accidents are not always fatal,

but they are rarely minor. Nonfatal injuries

with chippers tend to be very serious, often

requiring amputation of a foot or leg up to

the knee. Everyone operating a chipper

should know that using a foot to feed

brush, clear a jam or kick in a log are not

safe work practices. Unfortunately this

risky behavior persists because too many

workers have gotten away with it time and

time again without any mishaps. Russian

roulette is Russian roulette no matter how

the game is played.

A newspaper report of a “foot-first”

chipper accident included this quote from

another tree care company manager who

said such accidents were the fault of the

machine: “If someone in this business says

they haven’t used their foot to free a log,

they’d be lying.” He is probably close to

the truth, but we are deceiving ourselves if

we blame the tool for the tragic results of

our own behavior. No machine’s safety

features should be blindly depended upon

to save you from yourself. For example:

don’t count upon the reverse bar to save

you if your foot gets caught. As you are

being fed into the machine, you are not

likely to hit the reverse bar in time: you’ll

find you cannot reach it or the situation

unfolds faster than you can react. In one

accident as the worker was being pulled in

feet-first, a co-worker hit the reverse bar

without any effect. The reverse bar was

inoperable, and instead of shutting down

the machine, several panicked workers

continued to keep hitting the bar as their

screaming co-worker was pulled complete-

ly through the machine.

The second most common accident is

being pulled into the machine hands-first.

A common scenario finds the crew won-

dering where the chipper operator

disappeared to, only to discover legs stick-

ing out of the in-feed hopper. During the

task of feeding in short branches, the work-

er’s glove is grabbed, pinched or snagged,

pulling the hand through the rollers and

into the machine, with the rest of the work-

er’s body following close behind. The

chipper may stop at the shoulder, but that is

scant comfort for the victim. If the machine

is reversed quickly enough, the “lucky”

victims only suffer an arm amputated to the

elbow, above the wrist, or perhaps only a

finger or two is lost. One “lucky” victim

who got pulled in by a glove, held onto the

reversing bar for dear life. It didn’t reverse,

but his grip on the bar kept him from going

through. With his head caught in the rollers

and his neck broken, the accident was clas-

sified as nonfatal, but the victim in this

case is paralyzed for life from the neck

down.

The third common accident involves

being struck by the shroud (aka hood or

cover) covering the disc itself. The usual

scenario here involves a worker opening

the hood to clear a jam before the chipper

disc has completely stopped. The disc can

hit the shroud, tearing it loose from the

hinges, striking the worker. In the after-

math of one of these accidents, a fellow

worker said “He knew he wasn’t supposed

to remove the cover while the disc was

spinning.”

Although being fed into the chipper or

struck by flying objects factor into the vast

majority of chipper accidents, they are not

the only causes. In the last few months,

there have also been two vehicular acci-

dents involving chippers. In both cases, the

10 TREE CARE INDUSTRY – MARCH 2009

Standing on the feed table or on a limb being fed into the chipper is begging for
an accident. And we really can’t blame the machine when this type of accident
occurs. Bryan Kotwica image.
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chipper came free of the hitch, striking

another vehicle or guardrail. There was

also one suicide involving a chipper in

2008.

Manufacturers continually strive to

improve their equipment to make it as pro-

ductive, safe and foolproof as possible. The

problem is, someone else is continually

turning out “new and improved fools,” and

once again, instead of blaming the equip-

ment, we also need to start taking our own

work behavior into account as a root cause.

Chippers are one of the many tools that

make our work possible. We simply cannot

ban chippers to solve the problem. When

used as the manufacturer intends and our

standards require, they are safe. However,

each year tree workers die because some-

one ignored or failed to enforce, safe work

practices. Next time you think, “I’ll just

kick that log in,” consider the fact that you

might find yourself arriving at the site of a

grisly fatality about 10 minutes ahead of

the EMT.  

Our review and analysis of the AMA’s

interpretation of the CDC report make

clear a number of extremely important

considerations. A far more realistic number

of chipper fatalities for 1992-2002 would

be triple digit not double digit! Regardless

of the type of high-risk occupation, as acci-

dents are arranged in order of severity, a

pyramid-shaped structure appears.

Visualize riding in an elevator through the

center of a pyramid as the elevator operator

calls off the floors. You enter the elevator

on the first floor – Close Calls and Near

Misses; second floor – Minor Injuries;

third floor – Serious Accidents; fourth floor

– Fatalities, all remaining passengers must

exit! 

With a 10-fold increase in presumed

chipper fatalities, all statistics below the

fourth floor would also increase dramati-

cally as all levels of the pyramid would

have to be adjusted upward – way upward.

Looking back, we are convinced that

incidents were far more common “in the

old days” than believed or publicized. Not

that many years ago, the community of

arborists was far more local and regional

12 TREE CARE INDUSTRY – MARCH 2009
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than we were national and international.

Companies have always been reluctant to

go public with their accidents, but more

seem willing now than ever before. Now

that we are linked up globally through the

Internet, with Google, Web sites, arborist

forums and all the other wonders of the

Information Age, news that once took a

long time to get around, if ever, is just

another e-mail or text message.

SDSU’s tree worker safety research has

taken us beneath the tip of the iceberg in an

effort to understand the nature and severity

of accidents in our profession, but we’ve

still got a long way to go. As we learn more

about how we are killing ourselves, we are

learning where the mindsets have to

change. This call to action is not new; it’s

just getting louder as it is being embraced

by more and more concerned people. The

book, Arborist Equipment (Blair, 1994)

devoted an entire chapter to the “Mindset

of Safety” as an early effort to identify, but

not quantify, the nature and causes of acci-

dents in tree care.

Chippers are as important to production

as chain saws. Both are inherently danger-

ous, but both may be operated safely and

efficiently for a worker’s entire career

without harm. All one has to do is to exer-

cise common sense and a have full

understanding of how to properly use and

maintain the equipment, whatever it is. It

seems so easy and yet for some people it

must be really, really hard to understand.

Don’t be one of “them.” This is one time

that you do not want to be “in the chips!”

Seventy-five years ago, in a by-gone era

when brush was often burned and never

chipped, when all cuts no matter how large

were made with hand saws, Millard F.

Blair first posted a sign in his shop that said

simply: STOP! THINK FIRST! It was

good advice then and it is still good advice

today: STOP! THINK FIRST!

Dr. John Ball is a professor of forestry at
South Dakota State University where he
instructs courses in tree care as well as
conducts research in a number of fields,
including tree worker safety. He can be
reached at john.ball@sdstate.edu.

Donald F. Blair is the founder of the
Sierra Moreno Mercantile Company, Inc.
and the director of the M. F. Blair Institute
of Arboriculture. Blair is also vice-chair of
the ANSI Z133 Accredited Standards
Committee.
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By Danny Raines

S
afety leadership in today’s world is

a valuable asset to your company,

and managers and supervision must

remember safety leaders do not necessari-

ly have classifications or titles. 

Safety leadership is an “assumed”

authority by an individual employee. Not

the supervisor, manager or VP. They are

never around to be the safety leader. I find

that in many companies, the management

team doesn’t even understand the rules

associated with the tasks. That is not their

job. Their job is the “management of the

company.” 

Webster’s dictionary defines leaders as

“a guiding or directing head of a move-

ment.” Have you identified the strongest

and trained employees to be your safety

leaders? Are the employees involved in,

and “owners” of, your safety programs?

Just remember that a groundswell of

support at lower levels, supported by man-

agement teams, will decrease incidents and

reduce injuries. The amount of time or

money spent to ensure this safety leader-

ship will more than be worth the

investment in decreased accidents and

worker’s comp costs. 

As humans working away in a produc-

tion-oriented world, safety expectations

might be misunderstood. Management

teams may unknowingly send mixed mes-

sages that production might be more

important. I personally had a vice president

ask me to explain a question that an

employee asked him one day. The employ-

ee asked, “Do you want me to be safe or do

you want me to be productive?” The impli-

cation being that if he were safe,

production would be decreased. 

The reality is a company cannot be solely

a production-oriented culture. Culture is an

interesting description of how things get

accomplished in the work place. Culture is

an invisible force that dictates the behavior

of employees. A “safety culture” should be

the ultimate desire of companies. Safe

behaviors are internalized. All rules are

adhered to and followed without exception. 

Operational excellence = safety excellence

If all employees’ operations were

“excellent” – such as those of Captain

Chesley B. “Sully”  Sullenberger III, pilot

of US Airways Flight 1549 – due to their

following all the rules, their safety would

be excellent, also. Sully’s response to han-

dling his emergency (losing power in both

engines and landing his jet in the Hudson

River) was, “I just followed my training.”

Many employee accidents today are a

result of not following basic fundamental

training; often while attempting to make a

Part of a safety culture is understanding that safety does not have to be sacrificed for production.

Safety Forum
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job “easier” or “quicker.” 

If a production culture were the rule, a

company would sustain an increased num-

ber of injuries. Safety might be discussed,

but it would not be part of supervisors’

responsibilities. 

Employees can be safe with very little

loss of overall production in the short term.

“Work smarter, not harder” should be the

message. Employees must be convinced

that working safe is the ultimate goal and

that they can be productive while doing so.

Working safely should be a condition of

employment. 

As the saying goes, “Bad Habits are like

a good comfortable bed, easy to get into

and hard to get out of.” Don’t let employ-

ees use bad habits (short cuts) in an effort

to be more productive.

Ask yourself, “Who is responsible for

my safety, and who is ultimately account-

able for all employees’ safety?” I have

found, and most agree in today’s business

environment, that employees are responsi-

ble for their personal safety. Supervisors

and managers along with safety and train-

ing staff are not always around to observe

work behaviors and assure acceptable

work practices are being followed. 

All General Industry companies work-

ing under OSHA standards are held to the

same expectations and standards.

Management teams including supervisors

are held accountable for the safety of the

employees under their watch. First-line

supervisors ultimately set the tone in the

work environment. The expectations

should be to work safe, and to follow all

work rules and standards applicable to

tasks being performed. So accountability

for safety may depend on who you ask.

Management teams will be held

accountable for allowing unsafe acts and

behaviors that might be harmful to their

employees. “Willful violations” of stan-

dards shall be handled by OSHA

accordingly. When companies and leader-

ship fail to acknowledge and correct

hazards on job, fail to provide adequate

training and to monitor the work activities,

a productive culture exists, which usually

leads to accidents and injuries, and some-

times fatalities.

Distractions in the workplace can cause

employees to stray from a normal routine

and be unsafe. Military training refers to

this as “normalization of deviation,” when

the “abnormal becomes normal” because

of cultural changes. 

Colin Powell made a statement in the

first Iraqi conflict: “Never neglect the

details. When everyone’s mind is dulled or

distracted, the leader must be doubly vigi-

lant.” General Powell was relating to

military strategy. For our case, let’s apply

this to safety leadership. 

Employees’ minds become dulled and

distracted in the routine work. What was

going on when the last accident occurred at

your business? Chances are it was “just

another day” on the job. Most employees

are on top of their game when there is a cri-

sis, or if some special demand of service is

expected of them. 

The day-in day-out routine is when safe-

ty leaders need to step up. That is the time

employees “fall in to the routine” and are

not as aware of the surroundings, don’t

notice the abnormal, fail to have a job

briefing – as required by OSHA. This

results in failure to recognize hazards and

mitigate the risks with PPE or safety pro-

cedures. In many accident investigations

that I’ve participated in, the improper use

and/or failure to use PPE correctly were

two factors that contributed to accidents

and injuries. The greatest contributor was

the lack of, or an incomplete, job briefing.

Changes in the workplace can contribute

to a lack of safety leadership if not identi-

fied and addressed quickly. The very best

training programs can be ineffective due to

generational differences, knowledge trans-

fer or the lack of it, or just cultural

differences. A change in local supervision

and management staff or even the crew

members themselves can cause the change.

Culture can vary at lower levels and

employees are responsible for the changes.

Contrary to what has been the case in the

past, the most senior employees may not

be the most knowledgeable and capable of

the on-the-job training that refines and

compliments the formal training a new and

younger employee must have.

Occasionally the “bad habits” of the past

may be planted in the new employee.

Rules and procedures can be changed as

time goes along, but employees must be

retrained and believe it to be the preferred

and expected method. If not, new employ-

ees may be negatively influenced by older

work practices. 

“That is the way we have always done

that around here” or “we have never done

it that way around here before” will be

heard by younger crew members. 

A diverse workforce with non English-

speaking employees is another challenge.

Immigrant workers coming in to the work-

place today may bring with them their own

“values” and “expectations” from a former

location and must be convinced that those

might no be the expected work habits in

Training safety leaders is part of an overall safety culture. Here, participants take part in a Certified Treecare Safety
Professional (CTSP) workshop during TCI EXPO 2008 in Milwaukee.
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your workplace.

There are four crucial safety beliefs that

should be taught and expected by all

employees:

� Employee safety is the most important

asset the company has and can’t be com-

promised for any reason. No customer,

event or schedule constitutes a reason for

violating safety rules to satisfy an expecta-

tion. Employee safety should be as valued

as that of their family members. If employ-

ees value safety as their families value

them and they their families, safety will

never have a lesser value and importance in

the employee’s life. 

� Safety is not a program, procedure,

goal or even a priority. Programs and pro-

cedures change over time with new

equipment or leadership. Goals can be

made, exceeded or failed. Then goals

change. Priorities are relative to only a time

and place and one’s opinion. My priorities

today have changed tremendously from 25

years ago. 

� Control hazards. Before an employee

can control the hazard, they must recognize

that it is, in fact, a hazard. Training, job

safety briefings and constant proficiency

demonstrations with documented observa-

tions are steps that ensure employees can

identify the hazard and mitigate the risks

with safe work practices and procedures.

� Safety is a never ending culture.

Safety is 24 hours a day and 7 days per

week, not just “on the clock.” I don’t put

my “safety hat” on when I walk through

the door that morning and take it off when

I leave for home at the end of my shift.

Take safety home and practice it with the

family. National Safety Council figures

indicate that employees are 10,000 times

more likely to be injured at home than at

work. Also, the majority of accidents, 85

percent to 90 percent, are a result of human

error – our own fault – by a failure to iden-

tify hazards or mitigate the risk with proper

PPE or procedures. That is on the job and

off the job, as well.

At this point, you may have already

decided that the employee is the “Safety

Leader.” Employees are on the job sites

and make the decisions that result in the

safe productive outcomes that management

expects. Employees can monitor the safety

performance of others: “I am my brother’s

keeper” is a belief widely held by employ-

ees in high-risk positions. 

I find that management and employees

fail to reward what they want repeated. If

the job or task was completed without inci-

dent and successful, let all know. A pat on

the back, a small word of recognition in a

meeting is all that it takes to show apprecia-

tion for a job well done. There is no way of

knowing how many caps, T-shirts, knives

and such have been given out at meetings

for completion of a project “without inci-

dent,” though never knowing “how” it was

completed. Were unsafe or undesirable

work practices used? If so, unsafe work was

just rewarded and will be repeated. 

In the electric utility world that I was

raised in, this happened many times in my

career. It was a “mixed message” sent

innocently by management attempting to

reward employees positively, but for the

wrong reasons. 

Safety Leaders must be empowered by

management to take control when unsafe

behaviors are witnessed, and to correct that

behavior when needed without fear of neg-

ative reactions. Management must send the

correct messages, i.e. that management

requires a safe working environment.

Supervisors should  “model” safety, and all

employees should follow that lead. Safety

leaders do not send mixed messages: “I

hear what your saying, but, I can’t see it” –

audio versus video. 

Employees will behave in accordance

with their perceptions about what manage-

ment and leadership wants. 

Safety leadership starts at the beginning

of the day, not the shift. As soon as a safe-

ty leader’s feet hit the floor, that begins a

day-long process of making the correct,

safest decisions, based on training and

experience, to be as safe as possible. A

safety leader can’t talk his or her way out

of a situation they behaved their self in to.

Safety leaders take responsibility and

accountability for their actions and the

actions of others around them. A safety

leader’s prime responsibility is to locate

underlying reasons why unsafe acts occur

and correct them immediately. Just remem-
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ber, if an unsafe act is committed and oth-

ers see it and don’t correct it immediately,

all that witnessed the action have endorsed

it. Accountability is the key to safety man-

agement. 

The philosophy of managing safety has

finally changed. There was a time in cor-

porate safety when safety “goals” would

be set for the upcoming year. For example,

if a company had 100 OSHA recordable

accidents the previous year, safety man-

agement would set a new “goal” that the

company would have at least a 10 percent

reduction in OSHA recordable accidents.

In truth, was that says it that it is OK to

have 90 injuries and still meet the goal. 

No, it is not OK to hurt 90 employees to

get the job done. 

The safety “goal” is now “0” accidents

and injuries for the year. The negative mes-

sage is now being addressed and “0” is the

Safety Leader’s goal. It is not OK to have

employee injuries to get the job completed.

All employees should believe that tasks

can be completed without injuries. 

Incident Rates and severity rates are

continually dropping. They do so with the

help of OSHA training and better safety

management. There where in excess of 

12,000 to 15,000 fatalities in the workplace

in the ’60s, prior to the birth of the

Occupational Safety and Health

Administration, on December 20, 1971.

Sadly there were 5,488 fatalities in the

workplace in 2007. Down considerably,

but still unacceptable. Safety Leaders in

the workplace can reduce this disturbing

statistic even further. Ultimate OSHA

compliance is not the goal. If your compa-

ny is working “just by the OSHA

standards,” you are fairly close to working

unsafe. The standards in most cases are the

“minimum” safety rules the government

allows a company to work by.

Safety Leadership is not a commodity

that you can run down to the corner store

and purchase. Safety Leaders must assume

the “authority” that is supported by man-

agement teams in order to make the

necessary changes in the workforce. A

Safety Leader’s expectation should be: All

accidents are preventable. Every task will

be done safely. No one will be injured just

to do a job. Safety is everyone’s responsi-

bility. Everyone will be involved in safety.

Safe behavior is a condition of employ-

ment. 

The “new” safety leaders must step for-

ward. Take ownership of safety programs

and make a change.

It is time now to stop the tragic loss in

the workplace. The only way this can hap-

pen is for Safety Leaders to step up and

take control. Don’t wait for any one else to

ask you to do it. In the military as well as

the business world, it is taught that only 10

percent of humans are leaders and the

remainder either follow or fall behind.

Management must utilize the safety lead-

ers to decrease injuries and fatalities in the

work place.

Danny Raines retired after 40 years in
the electric utility industry and owns and
operates Raines Utility Safety Solutions
LLC. This article was excerpted from his
presentation on the same subject at TCI
EXPO 2008.
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Fecon FTX148-L Steel Track Undercarriage
The Fecon-built Steel Track Undercarriage is now available for

the FTX148-L tool carrier. This undercarriage offers an aggressive

design for durability on the roughest terrains. Single or triple

Grouser steel tracks allow operators to maneuver easily on slopes

and slippery terrains. The

closely spaced rollers pro-

vide even weight distribution

and offer a smooth ride for

operator comfort. The

FTX148-L with Steel Track

Undercarriage weighs 19,400

pounds with the BH85 Bull

Hog Brush Cutter and is per-

fect for land clearing, site

prep, clearing rights of way,

park trails, firebreaks and vegetation management. Contact Fecon

at 1-800-528-3113; sales@fecon.com or via www.fecon.com.

Cutting Edge - Products
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Swinger new independent frame movement joint
Swinger K-Series articulated compact loaders now feature a frame joint with independ-

ent rotation for 40 degrees, left and right articulation (turns) and 10 degree

oscillation (vertical movement). The performance-enhancing joint provides

turf-friendly turn capabilities along with bump impact-

reducing oscillation (independent front and rear

frame movement). The independent joint also

helps improve durability by compensating for

horizontal and vertical rotational stress at two spe-

cific locations within the fixture. K-Series compact

loaders are available in two lift capacities: 1,500 and 2,500 pounds. Contact Swinger at

(715) 456-4163 or via www.nmc-wollard.com.

Colorbiotics Impact colorant
Colorbiotics’ new Impact colorant pro-

duces color-enhanced mulch with less

investment in raw material. Testing of the

new hybrid coat-

ing has shown

that color-

enhanced mulch

produced from

Impact will typi-

cally maintain its

color throughout

the season, while

n o n - c o l o r e d

mulch products

usually turn gray

or white after just a few weeks. And, once

the color dries, it will not wash off or leach

into soil. As with all Colorbiotics’ colorant

offerings, Impact is produced under strict

ISO 9001 guidelines that ensure consisten-

cy and quality, including tests for

consistent hue, strength and opacity.

Specially formulated to be nontoxic to

plants and animals, Impact is available in

red, ruby red and black. Contact

Colorbiotics via www.colorbiotics.com.

Green Pro detachable body systems
Switch-N-Go and AmeriDeck detachable

bodies are now available for Green Pro spray

units. Multiply the efficiency of

your chassis by having a chip

box, spray unit, trash box, stake

body or other body all avail-

able for the same chassis, or

switchable between chassis.

Drop a chip box at a job site in the morning. Pick up the sprayer

body for work during the day, then use the same chassis to return

to pick-up the filled chip box at the end of the day. Switch-N-Go

and AmeriDeck advantages include: Built-to-last construction;

wide range of sizes; lower cost; less weight than comparable units;

and higher hauling capacities per vehicle gvw. Green Pro’s relia-

bility, quality and durability of its line of proprietary spray rigs adds

another valuable option for clients. Contact Green Pro Solutions at

(866) 609-4172 ext. 6 or via www.greenprosolutions.com.

Schonberg Little Helper Cart’s bigger engine
Schonberg Industries has switched engines on its Little Helper Cart. The 43cc Viper

engine was replaced by the EA-500 51 cc Echo two-cycle

engine after the manufacturer realized it could not get the

performance and reliability desired out of Viper. The

EA-500 has more power and is more reliable, pro-

viding greater ability to handle heavy loads in

places that only a wheel barrel, hand cart or

mini-loader, could go before. Contact Schonberg

Industries LLC at (785) 542-5255 or via www.little-

helpercart.com.

Send your Cutting Edge Product information to: Don Staruk at staruk@tcia.org
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Bobcat Toolcat 5610 
Bobcat’s new Toolcat 5610 utility work machine features a three-point hitch and

hydraulic power take off (PTO) for rear implements, and the ability to run more than

40 front-mounted Bobcat attachments. An available Category 1 three-point hitch

allows operators to perform a variety of tasks with three-point implements weigh-

ing up to 1,775 pounds. An available PTO allows running implements on the rear

of the machine. A hydraulically driven motor powers the 540 rpm PTO (high-flow auxil-

iary hydraulics are required). The Toolcat 5610 is also a compact loader and attachment carrier, with a

front lift arm that has a rated operating capacity (ROC) of 1,300 pounds (1,500-poundw if optional counterweight kit is used). Operators

can use two different attachments at the

same time as long as one of the attach-

ments is non-hydraulic. The Bob-Tach

mounting system on the lift arm enables

operators to switch between attachments 

in less than a minute and requires no 

additional assistance or tools. Contact 

Bobcat via www.bobcatdealer.com or

www.bobcat.com/mytoolcat.
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Bandit Model 1490XP drum
chipper

Bandit Industries’ new 15-inch-diame-

ter-capacity Model 1490XP drum

chipper offers a compact size for easy

towing and maneuvering, and an over-

sized drum for smooth, efficient

chipping. A larger diameter drum allows

a majority of the materi-

al to be chipped on

the bot-

tom half

of the

d r u m

and on

an angle

with the

grain of the wood, reducing vibration

and fuel consumption. The 1490XP fea-

tures a 173/4-inch-high by 191/2-inch wide

chipper opening to more than accommo-

date limby material up to 15 inches in

diameter and engine options up to 142-

horsepower. All Bandit drum 

chippers feature the patented Power 

Slot system, which allows for 

greater chip velocity and virtually elimi-

nates plugging. Contact Bandit

Industries, Inc. at 1-800-952-0178 or via

www.banditchippers.com.
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Gary Vermeer, founder of
Vermeer Corporation, 
passes away at age 90

Gary Vermeer, 90, founder and chairman

emeritus of Vermeer Corporation in Pella,

Iowa, died February 2, 2009. 

He is survived by his wife, Matilda, and

three children and their spouses, Stanley

and Alma Vermeer, Robert and Lois

Vermeer, and

Mary and Dale

Andringa, eight

grandchildren and

nine great grand-

children. 

Gary Vermeer

and a cousin start-

ed the business in

1948, after invent-

ing a wagon hoist

five years earlier,

which made it eas-

ier to unload corn. Demand for the

labor-saving device from his neighbors

prompted him to open Vermeer

Manufacturing Company.

The company has grown over the past 60

years to an international organization that

manufactures agricultural, construction,

environmental and industrial equipment.

Today, Vermeer Corporation has industrial

dealerships in more than 60 countries and

on every continent except Antarctica, in

addition to hundreds of agricultural equip-

ment dealers throughout the U.S. 

Two of Gary’s children, Robert Vermeer

and Mary Vermeer Andringa, now serve as

co-chief executive officers of Vermeer

Corporation. Three of his grandchildren

also are active in the corporation.

Perhaps Gary Vermeer’s best known

manufacturing contribution is the Vermeer

round hay baler, an invention that revolu-

tionized agriculture in 1971 as it turned the

labor-intensive process of hay baling into a

one-man operation. One of his many inno-

vative ideas and industry-changing

products over the years, his hay baler con-

cept was a solution to his common theme,

“there has to be a better way.”

Under Vermeer’s guidance, other land-

mark products manufactured by the com-

pany include stump cutters, trenchers, and

tree spades, among many others.  

Born September 29, 1918, in Pella, to

Jacob and Anna Vermeer, Gary Vermeer

was raised in a farming community with

strong Dutch roots. After his marriage in

1941 to Matilda Van Gorp, the couple start-

ed their lives together with 120 acres of

land. Throughout the years, Vermeer con-

tinued to accumulate farmland, and though

he hired farm managers as factory

demands increased, Vermeer always took

time out of his schedule to climb back on

the cultivator, planter or combine, as

recently as spring of 2007. 

Gary Vermeer is well known for his phi-

lanthropy. The company started a

foundation in 1958 to set aside a portion of

its profits. Over the years, the Vermeer

Charitable Foundation made significant

contributions to many projects, both local-

ly and worldwide. Vermeer also took an

active role in his church and community,

and used his passion for the outdoors and

for flying to serve others. In 1958, he

helped lead a drive that raised more than

$450,000 to build the Pella Hospital. Two

decades later, he led another fund drive to

raise $1.5 million to expand the hospital. 

He first obtained a pilot’s license in 1950

to save travel time when visiting customers

and dealers. By the late 1960s, he was reg-

ularly ferrying people – customers,

employees, friends and acquaintances from

his church and community – to a wilder-

ness camp in Canada. Over nearly 40

years, he treated hundreds of people to

these trips to Canada. While he was an avid

fisherman and hunter, his biggest enjoy-

ment was providing a new experience to

someone for the first time.  

Vermeer served on many area boards

and was recognized with several awards,

including the Pella Community Service

Award in 1977, and was named Iowa

Inventor of the Year in 1984. He was

inducted into the Iowa Business Hall of

Fame in 1986, the Junior Achievement

Business Hall of Achievement in 1992, and

the Construction Equipment Industry Hall

of Fame in 1996.

In his honor, a Web site has been estab-

lished, www.garyvermeer.com, where

more information about him can be found.

BASF names 2008 QVM
Project Habitat winners

BASF Professional Vegetation

Management named at least three TCIA

members among winners of its 2008 QVM

Project Habitat awards in January. 

QVM Project Habitat is an annual

awards program designed to honor projects

that demonstrate the principles and prac-

tices of quality vegetation management. 

Winners in the Utility category include:

South Mississippi Electric Power

Association with Southeast Woodland

Services and Progressive Solutions,

Hattiesburg, Miss.; New York Power

Authority with (TCIA member) Lewis Tree

Service, Inc., Marcy, N.Y.; Amicalola

Electric Membership Corporation with

Southeast Woodlands, Jasper, Ga.; 

Invasive Vegetation Management catego-

ry winners include: Georgia Forestry

Commission, Macon, Ga.; Necedah

National Wildlife Refuge, Necedah, Wisc.;

The Wilds with (TCIA member) Townsend

Tree Service, Cumberland, Ohio, and

Kansas Water Office with Sky Copters, Inc.,

Topeka, Kan.

Townsend Tree Service also received a

Roadside category award.

ALCA names Ed Macias
president for 2009

Ed Macias, general manager of The

Groundskeeper, was elected as the 2009

president of the Arizona Landscape

Contractors Association Board of Directors

in January. Macias has been active on the

ALCA board for the past three years as

director of government affairs.   

Macias has worked for The

Groundskeeper, an employee-owned com-

pany serving Arizona as well as parts of

Utah and Texas for the past 16 years; as a

sales consultant, branch manager and now

a general manager of the Phoenix region. 

Send Cutting Edge News items to
staruk@tcia.org.

Cutting Edge News

Gary Vermeer
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Events & Seminars

March 7-10, 2009
Southern Chapter ISA 67th Annual Conference
Shreveport Convention Center, Shreveport, LA
Contact: www.isasouthern.org; (888) 339-8733

March 11, 2009 (Raindate March 13, 2009)
Pruning Shrubs: Broad-Leaved and Needle-Leaved
Morris Arboretum, Philadelphia, PA
Contact: www.business-services.upenn.edu/arbore-
tum/; (215) 247-5777 X125/156

March 11-12, 2009*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional-CTSP Workshop
Manchester, NH
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; www.tcia.org

March 12-14, 2009
Forever Green Trees, Our Vanishing Urban Forests
The Resort & Club at Little Harbor, Tampa Bay, FL
Contact: Samnik Seminars (727) 781-1212;
www.etcsamnikseminars.com

March 13, 2009
Rigging
Findlay, OH
Contact: Dave Beard, (419) 348-9100;
www.northamericantrainingsolutions.com

March 14-15, 2009
2nd Annual Spring Splicing Symposium 
Louisville, KY
Contact: richardahattier@yahoo.com

March 17-19, 2009
16th Annual Urban & Community Forestry Conference
Marriott Hotel and Conference Center, Columbia, MO
Contact: Josh Behounek, (573) 673-7530, MO Comm.
Forestry Council; www.mocommunitytrees.com

March 18, 2009
Preserving Trees During Construction
Morris Arboretum, Philadelphia, PA
Contact: www.business-services.upenn.edu/arbore-
tum/; (215) 247-5777 X125/156

March 18, 2009
Climbing
Annapolis Junction, MD
Contact: Karen Treat 1-800-492-1274;
www.northamericantrainingsolutions.com

March 18, 2009
Advanced Pruning Techniques
Rutgers Office of Cont. Prof. Ed., New Brunswick, NJ 
Contact: www.cpe.rutgers.edu; (732) 932-9271 x625

March 19, 2009 
Garden State Tree Conf./NJAISA Conf. & Cert. Exam 
Cook Campus Ctr, Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick, NJ 
Contact: www.isa-arbor.com 

March 20, 2009
Roadside and Right-of-Way Management
Rutgers Office of Cont. Prof. Ed., New Brunswick, NJ 
Contact: www.cpe.rutgers.edu; (732) 932-9271 x625

March 20, 2009
Climbing
Manassas, VA
Contact: Scott Hartney 1-877-661-6566;
www.northamericantrainingsolutions.com

March 25-26, 2009
ArborMaster Level 1 Tree Climbing Methods (Spanish)
New York City area, NY
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.arbormaster.com

March 27, 2009
Tree Risk Assessment and Wind Loading
Roanoke Higher Education Center, Roanoke VA
Contact: Ed Hayes, Safetrees, LLC (507) 282-5739;
www.safetrees.com

March 27-28, 2009
Level 1 Precision Felling/Chain Saw Handling (Spanish)
New York City area, NY
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.arbormaster.com

April 1-2, 2009
ArborMaster Level 1 Tree Climbing Methods
Biltmore Estate, Asheville, NC
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.arbormaster.com

April 3-4, 2009
Level 1 Precision Felling & Chain Saw Handling
Biltmore Estate, Asheville, NC
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.arbormaster.com

April 6-7, 2009
ArborMaster Level 1 Arborist Rigging Applications
Biltmore Estate, Asheville, NC
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.arbormaster.com

April 7, 2009
Comm. Forestry Mgt - Working Through 5-Year Plan
Rutgers Office of Cont. Prof. Ed., New Brunswick, NJ 
Contact: www.cpe.rutgers.edu; (732) 932-9271 x625

April 11,  2009
Aerial Rescue
Seymour, CT
Contact: Steve Denette; 1-888-578-8320;
www.northamericantrainingsolutions.com

April 14 and 15, 2009
Advanced Climbing/Rigging Techniques for Arborists
Morris Arboretum, Philadelphia, PA
Contact: www.business-services.upenn.edu/arbore-
tum/; (215) 247-5777 X125/156

April 17, 2009
Climbing 
Clearwater, FL 
Contact: www.northamericantrainingsolutions.com

April 22-23, 2009
ArborMaster Level 1 Tree Climbing Methods
Taylor, MI
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.ArborMaster.com 

April 22-23, 2009
Timber, Mutton or Fuel? Economics of land use & forestry
Inst. of Chartered Foresters (ICF) National Conf. 2009
Barceló Cardiff Angel Hotel, Wales, UK
Contact: www.charteredforesters.org; 0131-240-1425

April 23, 2009
Tree Risk Assessment and Wind Loading
Albuquerque Marriott Pyramid No., Albuquerque, NM.
Contact: Ed Hayes, Safetrees, LLC (507) 282-5739;
www.safetrees.com

April 24-25, 2009
Level 1 Precision Felling & Chain Saw Handling
Taylor, MI
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.arbormaster.com

May 4-8, 2009
Western Chapter ISA 75th Annual Conf. & Trade Show
Reno, NV
Contact: www.WCISA.net; (866) 785-8960

June 17-18, 2009*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional-CTSP Workshop
Coincides with TreesFlorida, Sarasota, FL
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; www.tcia.org

June 25-26, 2009
ArborMaster Level 1 Tree Climbing Methods
Haddam, CT
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.arbormaster.com

June 27-28, 2009 & June 29-30, 2009
Level 1 Precision Felling & Chain Saw Handling
Haddam, CT
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.arbormaster.com

July 22-23, 2009*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional-CTSP Workshop
Providence, RI
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; www.tcia.org

July 24-29, 2009*
ISA Annual Conference & Trade Show
Providence, RI
Contact: ISA@ISA-Arbor.com; (217) 355-9411

August 7, 2009
Southwest Horticulture Annual Day of Education
The Buttes Resort, Tempe, AZ
Contact: (480) 966-1610; www.azna.org

November 5-7, 2009*
TCI EXPO 2009
Baltimore, MD
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; cyr@tcia.org; www.tcia.org

* Indicates that TCIA staff will be in attendance

Industry Almanac More almanac online!
For the most up to date calendar information, 

visit www.tcia.org�� news�� industry calendar
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By Don Dale

J
ose Mercado compares the chain saw

to a loaded handgun. You can use it as

a tool for years and make a living with

it – but it can still hurt you badly in a

moment of carelessness. And what leads to

carelessness? Mercado says that compla-

cency and lack of training are the two

major factors that cause injury.

Mercado, a certified arborist and tree

worker, was a field worker himself for 22

years, both as an employee and as a busi-

ness owner, and currently makes his living

primarily by training company tree work-

ers in every aspect of their jobs. The chain

saw is one of his favorite topics, because he

can do a lot of good there. Even with work-

ers who have been using saws for decades. 

“It’s like carrying around a loaded .45,”

Mercado says of working with a chain saw.

He uses the analogy because of the potential

damage that can be done with either tool. He

has seen some horrifying injuries in his day,

and when he undertakes a seminar or com-

pany training session, that is what he is

trying to avoid. Not surprisingly, almost

everything about the chain saw, from its use

to its care, ultimately relates to safety.

When talking to tree workers about a

tool they may have used for years,

Mercado has some handy tips to start with.

First, he says, workers nowadays are more

aware of safety than they were in the wild

“good old days.” But they can still grow

complacent, so he uses a couple of tech-

niques to get their attention. One is to

emphasize how important it is to their fam-

ilies that they use proper chain-saw

techniques and get home safely every day.

What really gets their attention, however, is

his use of disaster props. He has some real-

istic fake severed limbs and fingers that he

shows them, and that wakes them up.

“I don’t want to scare them, but they

need to have respect for that chain saw,” he

says. Mercado is especially adept at train-

ing Hispanic workers – he chairs the

Spanish Committee of the Western Chapter

of ISA – and says the macho attitude is

changing. In effect, all workers want to be

safe, and want to know that their employer

values their safety. 

Training sessions are one means of vali-

dation that the company cares for its

workers, Mercado points out. Workers may

seem to take training lightly, but he notes

that their attention is really grabbed when an

outside specialist provides the training. It

jogs them out of the complacency they may

feel when they get one more lecture from

the usual company trainer. There are many

good training consultants around the coun-

try, and it could pay off in workers’

compensation savings to have one come in

and talk about chain saws and other matters.

Mercado’s chain-saw session often starts

with the PPE, or personal protective equip-

ment. For chain-saw use, that would

include hard hat, safety glasses, hearing

protection, long trousers and, when work-

ing on the ground, chaps designed for

chain-saw safety. Chaps are not required

when a worker is climbing, but there

Mercado recommends chain-saw resistant

pants. Most tree companies nowadays

enforce wearing of PPE, but workers can

get lax, especially off the ground where

they want flexibility.

Next, Mercado would cover saw size and

use. Special “climbing saws” weighing no

more than 12 pounds should be used in a

tree. Typically, bar length would be no more
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From his favorite hard hat to chain saw-resistant chaps, Jose Mercado comes prepared to teach field workers how to be
safe with chain saws. Photos courtesy of Don Dale.
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than 16 inches because of the unwieldy and

unsafe nature of long bars and chains.

Obviously, a “ground saw” of up to 24 inch-

es that’s used for bucking downed trees may

be required in the air during a big tree

removal, and special care is needed when

using it off the ground. “Removal saws” of

up to 50 inches or larger may be required

when bucking very large trees.

Many companies have mechanics for saw

care, but workers are often called upon to do

basic field care. Mercado emphasizes that

use of a chain saw and safety are greatly

affected by the care taken, as is the longevi-

ty of the saw. For example, he has seen

many times the effects of improper fuel

mixing. From failure to follow manufactur-

ers’ fuel guidelines to inadvertent confusion

about fuel and bar oil containers, workers

who are tired and in a hurry can burn out a

saw costing up to $2,000 very quickly. 

“The bar needs proper tensioning,”

Mercado says, and this is a job a worker

should be doing all day. He recommends

that workers carry the tools needed to do

this, because a chain that is too tight is

overworking the saw, and a chain that is

too loose can fly free. He has heard many

stories about men with ripped shirts or bel-

lies from chains that came loose.

A chain should have enough slack to be

pulled down at the bottom of the

bar, with a sliver of light

visible between chain

and bar. Bigger saws

must be checked more

often than small saws as the chain heats up

and stretches. A tree care company has a

stake in teaching this, because a tight chain

will overheat the tip of the bar and mush-

room it, often requiring the purchase of a

new bar. 

The first thing a field worker does when

he gets a new chain saw is to throw away

the instructions, Mercado says – he knows,

because that’s what he did in his early

machismo days in the field. But the

instructions contain a lot of good informa-

tion, including the specifications for chain

sharpening. And there are a couple of

points about sharpening that workers

should know.

First, there’s the misconception about

“eyeballing” the sharpening instead of

using a file guide. Mercado points out that

some workers are able to become very

accurate in getting the angle and pitch of

the file right when eyeballing it. But in

general, it is best to use a simple guide that

helps align the file, and there are sharpen-

ing tools that make the job easier. One

small portable vice, for example, has a fork

that can be hammered into a log and used

to stabilize the chain. This, and use of a file

with a handle, improves accuracy and

makes it less likely that the worker will cut

himself or herself.

The other point that workers usually

don’t know, Mercado has found, is that the

chain rake must be filed down as the chain

teeth are lowered. The rake cleans the cut

behind the teeth and helps maintain proper

depth of bite into the wood. If the teeth are

filed lower and the rake is not, the rake

won’t allow the teeth to cut deep enough.

Thus, no matter how hard the worker jams

the bar down, less and less cut is achieved.

“I used a chain saw for years before I

found that out,” he says, and when the

chain isn’t biting properly, less work is get-

ting done. Workers can watch the size of

the sawdust and pick up rake problems.

Sawdust should be good-sized and have

that familiar curl to it. Tiny bits of sawdust

indicate a rake problem, and the tree work-

er will be pushing down on the saw to

make a cut rather than letting the saw do

the work. There is a simple guide that can

be purchased to reveal how much of the

rake should be filed off with a flat file.

Usually if a chain hits a rock on the

ground or a nail in a tree, it will damage the

chain, or section of chain, so much that it

can’t be sharpened uniformly in the field.

The clue that this has happened is often a

“banana cut” in the tree, where the chain

cuts to one side or the other instead of

straight down. 

The other area of chain-saw care that is

often ignored is in cleanup. “Everybody

wants to go home and forget about the

gear,” Mercado says, but he recommends

that companies give crews a little time

before their shift is over to properly clean

up their chain saws. This is particularly

true if work has been done on trees such as

palms and yuccas, which leave a fibrous,
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Mercado cuts through workers’ complacency by showing them these very realistic props illustrating what a chain saw can
do to a careless person’s limbs. Photo courtesy of Don Dale.

A chain saw lanyard, either homemade or commercial,
can prevent dropping the saw.
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sappy debris in the saw’s clutch housing

and chain guard that can actually pit the

aluminum.

Disassembling the housing and cleaning

with a stiff brush is a good way to proper-

ly clean the saw, but Mercado has seen a

few companies using a better method.

Most big trucks, such as dumps or chip

trucks, have air brakes, and they have a

reserve air tank that can be fitted with an

air hose. That can be used to quickly blow

out debris. A groove cleaner should be used

to clean the groove in the bar, and the air

filter is an ongoing concern.

Another chore should be to adjust the

chain brake. This ring around the clutch

wears out gradually and can be improperly

aligned if the brake handle isn’t installed

correctly after removal for cleaning. This

leaves the brake’s safety feature inoperative. 

“Sometimes the brake handle breaks off,

and the workers won’t replace it,” he notes,

and that leaves them vulnerable to severe

accidents. He carries in his instructor’s kit

photographs of tree workers who have

been slashed across the face with a chain

after the brake failed. He compares it to not

keeping the safety on on that .45.

Another simple safety rule is to not

throw away the bar cover, as most workers

do on the first day they use a new saw, but

keep it on until the saw reaches the job site.

That prevents small cuts as the saw is jos-

tled around during carrying. Also, never

carry a chain saw in the cab of the truck,

and never put it in the same compartment

where you put your rope and saddle gear,

for obvious reasons. 

A big part of Mercado’s chain-saw train-

ing is in its use. He cites vulnerable

moments ranging from workers not paying

attention and looking away from the saw

when cutting on the ground, to being off-

balance when cutting in the air. They can

endanger other workers when not paying

attention to where the tip of their bar reach-

es beyond a limb. Workers can face dozens

of these vulnerable moments every day. 

One of the hazards of using a chain saw

is the awkwardness of being up in a tree

and trying to cut and balance at the same

time. That, in addition to the exhaustion

that can arise from this type of work, leads

to another hazard – dropping the saw. “If

you’re working with trees, you’re going to

drop a chain saw,” Mercado says. He’s

done it himself. 

One of the safety features he emphasizes

is the chain-saw lanyard. He has two types

that he demonstrates for companies. One is

a commercially available lanyard that

attaches to the handle of the saw and to the

worker’s belt, the lanyard being long

enough to allow a running saw to fall

below the worker’s feet (some are

retractable). A brass latch is used that will

break away if the saw falls along with a

heavy limb. That prevents the worker from

being dragged down with the saw. Workers

can make their own lanyards out of rope

that is strong enough to hold the saw but

weak enough to break under too much

weight. It should also have a brass latch.

A word about the “plunge” cut. Mercado

likes to use this cut, which utilizes the tip

of the chain to bore straight into the wood,

mainly as the middle cut when felling a

large tree. But he points out to workers that

the bottom edge of the tip should always be

inserted first. When the top of the tip is

used first, the bar can kick back. 

In any case, training is the wake-up call

that can dislodge chain-saw complacency,

Mercado says. It can also reduce risk to the

new user. 

Shooters must be trained to use a hand-

gun, but a tree worker can buy a chain saw

anywhere and begin using it immediately.

Here are some statements that he hears

workers use: “It’s not going to happen to

me.” “I’ve been doing this a long time.”

Those are the words of accidents waiting to

happen because of complacency. 

They are like those famous last words of

the handgun user: “Don’t worry, it’s not

loaded.”

26 TREE CARE INDUSTRY – MARCH 2009

Having an outside trainer for workers gets their attention, and if they’re like Jose Mercado they arrive with all the training
tools they need. 
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T
hose in the tree service business are,

to some extent anyway, in the trans-

portation business. Transportation

is regulated by the federal government, as

is almost every other aspect of business.

Enter the Federal Motor Carrier Safety

Administration and its parent the

Department of Transportation, or DOT.

The conventional wisdom is that DOT is

not an entity to be taken lightly because it

has the authority to place work vehicles out

of service, sidelining your business.

Through the Safety and Fitness

Electronic Records System (SAFER),

FMCSA offers company safety data and

related services to industry and the public

over the Internet. With a Motor Carrier

(MC) number, USDOT number or compa-

ny name for search purposes, anyone can

check on safety ratings at

http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov.

Motor carriers’ operations are periodi-

cally audited and provided with a safety

rating by state or federal DOT officials.

This rating is referred to as the SafeStat

Score. SafeStat combines current and his-

torical safety performance information to

measure the relative safety fitness of com-

mercial motor carriers. This information

includes federal and state data on crashes,

roadside inspections, on-site compliance

review results and enforcement history.

Upon completion of a safety audit, the

auditor will review the findings with the

company management. There are two pos-

sible outcomes:

Pass. If FMCSA determines that the

company has adequate basic safety man-

agement controls, the agency will provide

the company written notice as soon as

practicable, but not later than 45 days after

completion of the audit, that it has ade-

quate basic safety management controls.

The company’s safety performance will

continue to be monitored.

Fail. If FMCSA determines the audit

discloses that the company’s basic safety

management controls are inadequate, the

Agency will provide the company written

notice, as soon as practicable, but not later

than 45 days after the completion of the

audit, that its USDOT company registra-

tion will be revoked and its operations

placed out-of-service unless it takes the

actions to remedy its safety management

practices.

A company’s State/National Rank iden-

tifies the carrier’s rank within a state and

nationally. This list is first stratified by cat-

egory (Category A has SafeStat Scores

350-550, Category B has SafeStat Scores

225-350, and Category C has SafeStat

Scores of 150-225) and then sorted by the

SafeStat Score within each category. A

rank of 1 indicates that the carrier has the

highest (worst) SafeStat score. 

SafeStat does not assign SafeStat scores

to all carriers. To obtain a SafeStat Score, a

carrier must be deficient in at least two dif-

ferent Safety Evaluation Areas (SEAs).  A

SEA with a value from 75 to 100 is defined

as deficient. SEA Values that are less than

75 are not used in the calculation of a

SafeStat Score.

FMCSA’s Educational & Technical

Assistance Program publishes a 160-page

document entitled, “A Motor Carrier’s

Guide to Improving Highway Safety.” It is

available online at the following link:

www.fmcsa.dot.gov/safety-security/

eta/ETA-Oct-08.pdf

Peter Gerstenberger is senior advisor
for Safety, Compliance & Standards for the
Tree Care Industry Association.
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Understanding DOT Audits

Washington in Review
By Peter Gerstenberger

Category SafeStat Score Range Includes SEA (Safety Evaluation Area) Values of 75 or Higher
A 350 to 550 All 4 SEAs or 3 SEAs that result in a Weighted Score of over 350
B 225 to <350 3 SEAs that result in a Weighted Score of less than 350 or 

2 SEAs that result in a Weighted Score of over 225
C 150 to <225 2 SEAs that result in a Weighted Score of less than 225
D 75-100 Accident SEA score only 75-100
E 75-100 Driver SEA score only 75-100
F 75-100 Vehicle SEA score only 75-100
G 75-100 Safety Management SEA score only 75-100

Please participate in this year’s accident
survey. The data that the Tree Care Industry
Association (TCIA) survey has generated in
the past two years has been invaluable for
helping the Association serve the needs of
the industry more effectively; and the wealth
of information provides us with incredible

leverage with OSHA and other entities.
Participating is simple. Just type the fol-

lowing link into your web browser to fill out
the survey online or to download a copy of
the survey:

http://www.zoomerang.com/Survey/?p=W
EB228S75GQ7RT 

The deadline to complete the survey is
March 30.

As always, your response will be treated
with the strictest confidentiality; data will
only be shared in aggregate form with the
outside world. 

Thank you, in advance, for participating.

Help us help you with Accident Survey data – deadline March 30
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Leaf blower/urban soil
loss/mature tree loss link?

In my lifetime (51 years), I have seen the

advent and evolution of the leaf blower, a

great time and labor saver when it comes to

taking care of yard cleanup or just blowing

off a deck, roof, parking lot or any task

where you need a compact powerful direc-

tional wind force.

Time is the judge of the impact products

have on our environment. I believe that the

impact of the chronic use of these power

tools over the decades has become even

more evident in the recent past through the

decline of our woody neighbors, mature

trees, in parks and neighborhoods where

these units have become a staple in the

commercial/municipal workforce and

homeowner tool sheds.

Over the years, I have traveled the

greater Washington, D.C., area and kept a

mental note on the soil of many public and

private properties as well as the use of

these wind machines by myself and others.

I have investigated leaves blown into piles

and discovered minute particles of dirt on

and throughout the pile of leaves, which

usually are moved to other locations for

final disposal. Over time I started compar-

ing my findings to the Great Dust Bowl

that swept the Midwest in the 1930s. This

particular loss of soil has been insidious;

there has been a gradual great loss of top-

soil aggregates in the above mentioned

areas. 

I now realize that the earth in these areas

is stressed (wind blown) and never able to

rest from year to year. All the forest litter,

an essential part of a tree’s environment, as

well as the topsoil aggregates beneath the

litter is blown away in a very mechanized

operation that mankind has created and

streamlined. The complications of this

cycle compound with the passage of time

as the tree’s reserves are slowly depleted

and its health declines, with signs and

symptoms that mask this chronic abiotic

stressor.

The leaf blower is a great invention; its

usage should be studied and modified to

better serve the urban environment of trees.

Maybe no blowing within the dripline –

use a rake!

Gary Teates, certified arborist

Owner, Teates Enterprises

Locust Grove, Virginia 

Kudos on Crane Best
Practices article

My compliments to TCI and Tchukki

Andersen on your article, “Diversifying

Your Business With Crane Use,” in the

February 2009 issue.

I have a mechanical engineering back-

ground, 27 years of tree work experience

(16-plus years using a crane without inci-

dent) and hold a New York state

“certificate of competency” for operating a

crane. Your article accurately portrayed the

complexities of using a crane, the huge

risks associated with it, and showed the

need for well qualified and intelligent per-

sonnel. This was obviously very well

researched and written. 

I look forward to receiving your “Best

Management Practices for Crane Use in

Arboriculture” publication, which will

reaffirm what I’ve learned and possibly

exhibit some things I've never considered.

John Gurtler

Timberland Tree Care

South Salem, New York

Callbacks …
Earmark contact info

Due to a layout error in the January 2009

issue of TCI, the contact information was

omitted from the Earmark self-contained

radio headset item in the Cutting Edge

Products feature on page 18. Contact

Earmark via 1-888-EARMARK (327-

6275) or www.earmark.com.

Replace that cable

Due to a reporting error in the article

“Cabling and Consulting: Connections for

Safer City Trees” in the January 2009 issue

of TCI, under “Management options” on

page 37, the second bulleted item should

have read “Install a 3/8-inch EHS cable...”

instead of “3-foot 8-inch.”
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Letters & E-mails

Send letters and e-mails to:
Tree Care Industry

136 Harvey Road - Suite B101,
Londonderry, NH 03053

or staruk@tcia.org

TCIA exists to help tree care businesses, you,
do business better. TCI magazine is one of the
ways we do that.

Q. What can you do to help us maintain our
position as the best magazine in the tree care
industry?
A. Fill out a subscription card for your FREE sub-
scription every year. (in every issue, and on this
issue’s cover wrap)

Q. Why?
A. It costs money to publish a high-quality maga-
zine. Advertising support enables us to provide you
the highest quality educational, scientific, busi-
ness and safety articles.

Q. How does filling out a subscription card
help?
A. Advertisers look at the number of subscribers
who request the magazine by filling out a card. To
them, it means people are reading it.

Q. What if you don’t fill it out?
A. We don’t look as attractive to advertisers and
they may not support the magazine, and the quality
of the magazine suffers. Also, after three years
you’ll be dropped from the list.

Q. How often should you fill out the card?
A. Once a year would be best. Directly requesting
the magazine is the best way you can show
advertisers that you are actually reading the
magazine. Doing so every year shows them that
you are reading it regularly. We show them those
numbers.

Q. So, will filling out the card once a year help
TCI keep you informed in countless ways that
will benefit your career and your business?
A. Yes.

Q. Can we make it any clearer?
A. You tell us.

Please help us help you keep enjoying TCI magazine!
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Taken from published reports.

Tree truck plunges off
bridge, injuring three

A tree-trimming truck plunged from a

bridge in Valdese, North Carolina, January

19, 2009, prompting officials to close the

bridge until it could be repaired.

Driver Nathan Daniel Triplett, 43, of

Connelly Springs, N.C., and passengers

Canora Ecliserio of Mocksville, N.C., and

Clifford Lee Edwards of Lenoir, N.C.,

were transported to Valdese Hospital.

Ecliserio’s back was broken as a result of

the accident, according to an article in The
News Herald. 

Triplett was traveling south across the

bridge when he noticed a car traveling in

the opposite direction, according to the

article. Triplett attempted to pull over to the

right in order for the oncoming vehicle, a

small minivan, to pass. The right front tire

of the tree-trimming truck struck the

bridge’s abutment and, with its large tires,

the truck climbed the concrete bridge rail-

ing.

After traveling 73 feet along the railing,

the truck came to a stop, but the section of

railing gave way and the truck plunged off

the bridge. The article reported that the

truck landed on its right side on a steep

embankment near the railroad tracks.

Man dies after falling 40
feet while trimming tree

Keith R. “Randy” Simmons, 43, of

Hattiesburg, Mississippi, died January 14,

2009, from injuries sustained after falling

from a 40-foot tree he was trimming in

Hattiesburg.

“He was just taking a tree down for a

friend. He helped anybody, any way he

could and tree trimming was one of his

specialties,” said Barry Simmons, Keith

Simmons’ father, in a story in the

Hattiesburg American.

Simmons worked for Asplundh Tree

Service at one time, prior to his going into

the oil field industry. A champion turkey

caller and avid and accomplished hunter,

he had been featured on “Mississippi

Outdoors” with Melvin Tingle on

Mississippi Public Broadcasting channel

many times.

He grew up in Purvis, Mississippi, was a

high school quarterback. Seven months

ago, he and his wife, Heather Simmons,

had their first child, a son, Shane.

Golf club employee crushed
to death felling tree

An employee of Sky Meadow Country

Club in Nashua, New Hampshire, was

killed January 26, 2009, after a tree he was

cutting fell on him, crushing his chest. 

Paul Messina, 50, of Brookline, N.H.,

apparently had the tree come back on him

as he cut it, according to an article in the

Nashua Telegraph. The country club’s

clubhouse manager said he was told that it

was a “freak accident.” Other employees

were with the man when it happened.

Firefighters arrived after co-workers had

removed the tree from Messina and were

performing CPR. Messina was in cardiac

arrest and was transported to Southern New

Hampshire Medical Center. City police

ruled Messina’s death was accidental.

Man hit by limb, injured
while trimming a tree

A Clinton Township, New Jersey, man

was injured February 2, 2009, while trim-

ming a tree. Ryan Kelson was hit in the

face by a falling tree limb and suffered

injuries to and around his eye, according to

an article in the Hunterdon Review.

He was flown to the hospital and further

information regarding the injury was not

immediately known.

Tree falls on truck being
used to fell tree, killing man

A Knoxville, Tennessee, man died in

Fountain City, Tenn., December 27, 2008,

after being crushed in his truck by a tree.

David E. Bunch, 62, his son, and a third

person were trimming a tree around 3:30

p.m. in the back yard of a home. The men

were using a 1971 Ford pickup truck to

help the tree fall where they wanted it,

according to WVLT.com in Knoxville

The tree, however, fell atop the truck’s

cab. Bunch, who was in the driver’s seat,

was crushed.

Send your local accident reports to
staruk@tcia.org.
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By Susan L. Macey and Judson R. Scott

W
hen confronted with conflict,

what is your response? Are you

a catalyst for reconciliation or a

proponent of discord? Do you act first and

think later or are you calm and encourage

resolution?

Conflict calls for cool heads. You have

internal responses that need to be in check

before entering into a dispute that could

lead to a lawsuit, which can be a very long,

expensive trek. In the end it is often hard to

determine who won the lawsuit because of

the cost of attorneys, lost work and the

emotional stress caused by the litigation

process. At trial, if a judge cannot deter-

mine a clear winner, it is not uncommon to

use whatever judicial discretion available

to “split the baby” in hope of appeasing

both sides.

Granted, there may be times when a law-

suit is necessary to right a wrong, enforce

or change law. However, more frequently,

Alternative Dispute Resolution, or ADR,

reaches the same compromise without the

costs associated with a lawsuit and trial.

Neurological responses to conflict

Disputes are an inevitable part of life and

often not under your control. What is with-

in your control is how you respond to

conflict. First you must realize there are

natural, neurological responses the body

experiences when confronted with a chal-

lenge. These responses are commonly

called the “fight or flight response.” 

According to Dr. Chris Carr, a sports

psychologist at St. Vincent Sports

Performance Center in Indianapolis: “The

‘fight-or-flight response’ is based on our

sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous

system that helps protect humans from

harm. In situations where there is a real or

perceived threat, this response is accompa-

nied often by increased muscle tension,

narrowing of concentration ability, feelings

of anxiety or fear and cognitive responses

associated with a threat. It is a helpful, sur-

vival response in that it strives to keep us

alive. However, in relationship manage-

ment, this response can create negative

consequences to both parties.”

Understanding your internal response

system may help you to change your stan-

dard response to conflict. When a client

calls with the complaint: Your crew cut off

the wrong limb! What is your standard

response? 

� Hang up (the flight mechanism). 

� Put off making the return call (the

flight mechanism).

�Answer the phone and get in your

client’s face: Yeah, well your yard

looks like a junk yard anyway! (the

fight reaction).

� Tell them to: Go pound sand! Call your

lawyer and sue me!   (Again, the fight

reaction).

Realizing that your body has neurologi-

cal responses that stimulate physical

reactions may help you to take a different

tact, instead of reacting with your standard

response, plan and practice, a different

approach.
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Neurological responses to conflict

For instance, you can take a deep breath,

bite your lip, put your hand over your

mouth and wait a minute. Tell the client

you want to “check the records” and that

you will call them back in a minute. This

gives you a chance to become informed

about the project and to gain your compo-

sure. 

Practice this because it is hard to change

old habits. If you are a real hot head, you

might practice with a co-worker, spouse or

someone else by play-acting conflict situa-

tions. 

Understanding a body’s internal

responses enables you to deal with daily

conflicts in a calm, professional manner.

With the skilled knowledge of Alternative

Dispute Resolution, you may be able to

help resolve conflicts for your company,

for your clients and even for competitors.

Although Abraham Lincoln was address-

ing young lawyers, the sentiment holds

true today:

“Discourage litigation. Persuade your

neighbors to compromise whenever you

can. Point out to them how the nominal

winner is often a real loser: in fees, expens-

es and waste of time. As a peacemaker, the

lawyer has a superior opportunity of being

a good person.” (“Notes for a Law

Lecture,” July 1, 1850, Abraham Lincoln

and His Books by William Barton,

Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Ill., 1920.)

You can make a difference

As a professional arborist, you often

have opportunity to change outcomes for

better or worse. Although the legal process

is centuries old, it is not always the best

way to resolve a conflict. There are other

means that should be exhausted first before

calling a lawyer for an off-putting letter

that leads to a lawsuit.

Alternative Dispute Resolution

For more than 25 years, various forms of

Alternative Dispute Resolution have been

used as an alternative to the traditional

method of litigating a case. While you may

be most familiar with arbitration and medi-

ation, these are just two methods used to

resolve conflict outside the courtroom.

Why choose Alternative Dispute

Resolution? 

One reason to choose Alternative

Dispute Resolution is that litigating a case

before a judge or jury carries inherent risk

that you will not prevail in the dispute.

While it is true that a judge or jury must

apply the law to the facts, they often view

the facts quite differently. Quite often,

especially in a jury trial, jurors infer facts

from evidence, such as testimony or docu-

ments, which may or may not be accurate.

In the case of a bench trial (held in front of

a judge without a jury), the judge may use

discretion in a way that ends up with you

losing. It is this risk at trial that generally

encourages parties to consider Alternative

D i s p u t e

Resolution. 

A t t o r n e y

Susan L.

Macey, a

mediator with

J u d i c i a l

Arbiter Group

Inc., explains:

“The premise

of mediation

is that the par-

ties can

fashion a rem-

edy (with the

assistance of a

mediator) and avoid the imposition of a

ruling by an outside third person (such as a

judge, jury or arbitrator) that may disap-

point both litigants. Mediation focuses on

problem-solving; litigation is inherently

adversarial and focused on producing a

winner and a loser. Both parties have the

best chance of meeting their interests if

they decide the outcome. After all, who

understands what you want or need better

than you!

Party-to-party negotiation

The most direct and least costly method

of Alternative Dispute Resolution when

dealing with your own disputes with

clients is to swallow your pride, get control

of your internal defense mechanisms and

try to negotiate an acceptable agreement.

Talk to the offended party and see what it

would take to negotiate a resolution that

both of you find acceptable. Often, recon-

ciliation is as easy as letting the outraged

party blow off some steam. Encourage the

client to express him or herself fully; don’t

be dismissive or sarcastic and make sure

you let the client know you are listening.

Some people have taken issue with

Lincoln’s use of the word “compromise” in

the above quote, saying there is no such
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thing. Before you dismiss the outraged

party, think about the ramifications of a

long, expensive, drawn-out legal battle.

Compromise comes in many forms and

may, in the long run, be much more cost-

effective than a lawsuit.

Assisted negotiation (mediation)

When direct, party-to-party negotiation

breaks down, consider bringing in an

objective third party to help with the nego-

tiations. This objective third party might be

a manager, business owner, a professional

consulting arborist or a respected competi-

tor. The person should be chosen because

he or she is independent and understands

the nature of the dispute and has expertise

in the area. Mediation with an objective

third party may cost the parties some

money, but in the end, it often saves time

and the additional expense of a lawsuit.

Sometimes, parties choose another type

of mediator – someone who may not have

the specific knowledge about the subject

matter but is an expert on the process of

negotiations and litigation. Because of the

ever-increasing caseloads in the court sys-

tems in many cities, some courts require

that parties in a lawsuit try Alternative

Dispute Resolution before having the case

set for a trial. Traditionally, lawyers for

each side use their negotiation skills to get

the case settled before it goes to trial. But

within the last 20 years, lawyers have

sought the assistance of a neutral third-

party or mediator to help settle the case.

This person is often another lawyer who is

skilled in the art of negotiation and works

as a full-time mediator. 

There are a variety of styles of media-

tion, but the most common ones are a form

of “facilitative” or “evaluative” style.

Facilitative mediators try to encourage a

dialogue between the parties to help each

side know the interests of the other side.

An evaluative mediator goes a step further,

and will let each side know what he or she

believes to be the strengths or weaknesses

of the case and perhaps even what each

believes to be a fair and reasonable result

in the case.

How do I choose the best kind of media-

tor for my case?

In many states, a mediator can be any

person both parties mutually agree upon to

assist in settling the dispute. If the parties

have a good understanding of the nature of

the dispute, they may be best served by

using a person who is skilled in the art of

negotiation and the process of mediation.

Sometimes the parties need the assistance

of a skilled expert, such as a professional

consulting arborist, to help them navigate

through the more technical questions.

Some parties choose to use this expert as

an advisor to the mediator as he or she

assists the parties in negotiating an agree-

ment. 

The mediation may be take place in a

formal setting, such as the mediator’s

office, or it may take place in the backyard,
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where everyone can see what’s being dis-

cussed. 

Despite which kind of mediator you

select, he or she must strive to remain

objective, unbiased, neutral and profes-

sional. A mediator should insist that each

party be allowed to explain his or her posi-

tion, whether in writing or in person and

that each party read or listen to the entire

narrative before offering a counter posi-

tion. Difficult situations are often resolved

simply when both parties meet personally

to air their differences. The face-to-face

aspect of the process can often bring clo-

sure and a satisfactory resolution because

each party was part of the process and had

opportunity to be heard.

How is a mediator different from a judge?

A judge is the decision maker in a case.

In mediation, the parties are the decision

makers, not the mediator. The mediator,

whether more facilitative or evaluative in

style, works with the parties to help them

decide the outcome. 

� Do you need a lawyer in mediation?

Although it is not required, many people

choose to use a lawyer to assist them in

mediation. Remember, the mediator should

be neutral, and his or her role is not to help

one side or the other, but to help both sides

reach an agreement. Most lawyers are quite

familiar with the mediation process, know

local mediators and can help their clients

navigate through the process. Many states

have regulations that govern the mediation

process and the mediator, so always check

the rules for what applies in your case. 

� If you agree at the mediation to certain

things, should you put the agreement in

writing? 

Whether to put an agreement in writing

depends on the rules in your state and if

there is a case pending in court. It is always

best to put an oral agreement into a written

form to make sure each side understands

what is specified. Signing the agreement

can be viewed as a commitment to action.

� Is the written agreement binding and

enforceable in court if one side fails or

refuses to do what is stated in the agree-

ment? 

Most state rules provide that a mediated

agreement that is in writing and signed by

the parties is valid and enforceable in a

court of law, provided the agreement

resulted from an inherently fair and volun-

tary process of negotiation.

Arbitration

Arbitration, which is comparable to a

private court system, is another method of

Alternative Dispute Resolution. The arbi-

trator can be selected by agreement of the

parties or by court appointment. As a pro-

fessional arborist, your role might be as a

consultant to help attorneys understand the

technical aspects of the case. Sometimes
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the parties use a nationally recognized

Alternative Dispute Resolution firm to

supply an arbitrator who has been pre-

qualified to hear and decide your case.

Once an arbitrator has been selected, a case

management plan is put in place to set

timelines for preparation and submission

of the case. The formal rules of evidence

that are used in a court of law are relaxed,

and the arbitrator, like a judge, generally

accepts oral testimony and written docu-

ments as evidence. 

Following the completion of the hearing,

the arbitrator will issue a decision.

Depending on the arbitration agreement,

the decision may be binding and enforce-

able in court, or it may be advisory and

used to inform the parties how the dispute

would likely be decided if tried by a judge

in a formal court proceeding. In either

event, the costs are often reduced and the

process moves more quickly than if the

case was pending for trial. The parties pay

the costs of the arbitration, including a fee

for the arbitrator’s services, and such costs

are often divided equally in accordance

with the agreement.

Most forms of Alternative Dispute

Resolution are non-binding and voluntary

unless the parties specifically agree other-

wise or enter into an agreement that is

declared a judgment in a court of law. This

means that either party can decide to termi-

nate efforts to settle the case through ADR

and go to court instead. Before abandoning

ADR efforts though, you should know that

a lawsuit may cost thousands of dollars and

take one or more years from start to finish.

It is a good idea to seek legal counsel con-

cerning local and state laws that may

determine how and by whom Alternative

Dispute Resolution can be used. If, as a

professional consulting arborist, you

decide to assist a client in his or her nego-

tiation, realize your role: you are not an

attorney. Rather, you are an objective third
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party assisting two parties to resolve their

differences.

Every means of resolution

Disputes involving trees and landscap-

ing can often be very impassioned.

However, it is in the best interest of all par-

ties to exhaust every means of resolution

before litigation. Hopefully you can

encourage your clients to resolve their own

difficulties using the party-to-party negoti-

ation. But, if you can’t, find an objective,

independent person who understands trees,

landscapes and Alternative Dispute

Resolution to assist in negotiation or to

work as a mediator. 

For disputes with trees, look for a regis-

tered consulting arborist from the

American Society of Consulting Arborists

at www.asca-consultants.org. For an attor-

ney who is trained in Alternative Dispute

Resolution, check with your local or state

bar associations. Or, call or e-mail us and

we’ll try to help you find a mediator for

your dispute.

Of course, this article is more about

common sense than legal advice. 

Susan L. Macey was a state trial court
judge in Indianapolis from 1993 to 2000
and Indiana’s Utility Consumer Counselor
from 2005-2008. In 2008, she joined
Judicial Arbiter Group Inc., of Denver,
Colo., a nationally recognized leader in
Alternative Dispute Resolution. A full-time
professional arbiter with an expertise in
public utility, environmental and public
policy matters, she added judicial perspec-
tive on Alternative Dispute Resolution and
the legal system for this article.

Judson R. Scott, RCA and a past presi-
dent of the American Society of Consulting
Arborists, is president of Vine & Branch,
Inc., Carmel, Ind. He has been providing
consulting arborist services for more than
30 years to various market segments,
including commercial and industrial devel-
opers, architectural and engineering firms,
government agencies, historic properties,
golf courses and high-end residential
clients. Scott is not licensed to practice law
nor is he making any implication of legal
advice with this article. State and local
laws should be consulted and proper legal
advice should be sought from your compa-
ny attorney. Please circle 22 on Reader Service Card
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SMA names Chinkapin oak
2009 Urban Tree of the Year

The Society of Municipal Arborists

chose Chinkapin oak (Quercus muehlen-
bergii) as its 2009 Urban Tree of the Year.

The SMA has 1300-plus members who

practice urban forestry all over North

America and beyond, so its Tree of the

Year must be adaptable to a variety of

harsh conditions and have strong ornamen-

tal traits.

Dr. Nina Bassuk, director of the Cornell

Urban Horticulture Institute, says, “Here is

an oak that prefers alkaline soil, is drought

resistant and is hardy to zone 5 or below.

We have several years of experience with

Quercus muehlenbergii in Ithaca and we

have been amazed. I estimate that it is in

the middle range of oak transplant ease –

not as difficult as a white or bur oak, but

not as easy as a swamp white oak. After the

obligate ‘sleep, creep, leap,’ it truly seems

to grow rapidly. With this accolade, I hope

that Chinkapin oak will become a fixture in

the nursery industry and on our streets.”

Chinkapin oak has handsome, shiny,

chestnut-like leaves with coarse marginal

teeth. The fall foliage can be a showy yel-

low to orange-brown. But Chinkapin oak

has its limitations. It doesn’t tolerate wet

soils well, and it should be given adequate

space to grow: with proper tree care, it can

be expected to mature at 40 to 60 feet tall

and 50 to 60 feet wide.

China’s ash may contain
seeds of hope for EAB fight

The Morton Arboretum in Lisle, Illinois,

and collaborators are attempting to protect

North American ash species and ensure they

survive, utilizing seeds of Chinese ash

species collected recently in China. An esti-

mated 25 million ash trees in North America

have died from Emerald ash borer, and the

beetle shows no sign of letting up. 

After the Arboretum grows the Chinese

species from the collected seeds, experts

will evaluate the trees’ resistance to EAB.

Ultimately, the Arboretum hopes to devel-

op a hybrid of the Chinese and North

American ash with resistance strong

enough to survive an EAB onslaught.  

“There is very good evidence there is

resistance to the Emerald ash borer in

China’s ashes,” says Kris Bachtell,

Arboretum director of collections and

facilities. “If you want to test a species for

its insect and disease resistance, it’s best to

test a tree that’s not a hybrid. That’s why

we collect wild seeds, to get the species’

pure form.” 

Dr. Fredric Miller, Arboretum Research

associate, and Kunso Kim, Arboretum

assistant director of collections, are already

working on securing a grant for a study to

evaluate the susceptibility of different

types of ash to the EAB. Though this study

evaluates ash currently part of the

Arboretum’s collections, future studies will

include trees grown from seeds that

Bachtell collected in a remote area south-

west of Xi’an in Shaanxi Province, making

50 collections, including five ash species:

Pax’s ash, Manchurian ash, Chinese ash,

Chinese flowering ash, and island ash,

which is a rare species not found in the

United States. He also collected seeds from

hardy linden and maple species. 

Joining Bachtell’s expedition were

Christopher Carley from the U.S. National

Arboretum, Tony Aiello from the Morris

Arboretum of the University of

Pennsylvania and Kang Wang, host from

the Beijing Botanic Garden. The collected

seeds had to clear customs, and Bachtell

says federal authorities have been conduct-

ing tests including X-rays to make sure that

no seeds contain diseases or pests. The

USDA will keep many of the collected

seeds in their Crop Germplasm System, a

seed bank available to researchers around

the world. 

“I may not see the hybrid in my genera-

tion. Introducing trees is a

multi-generational thing,” says Bachtell.

The F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert Company

provided support for the China expedition. 

OSU helps develop earth-
quake-proof wine rack

Thanks to rigorous seismic testing at the

Oregon Wood Innovation Center at Oregon

State University, a wood products company

is marketing a new wine rack that can with-

stand strong earthquakes, keeping bottles

secure in seismically sensitive locations.

Newood Display Fixture Mfg. Co. of

Eugene, Ore., launched its MightyPine

shelving line after OSU wood science pro-

fessor Rakesh Gupta and colleagues at the

Oregon Wood Innovation Center subjected

the rack to seismic testing that included

two weeks of simulated earthquakes meas-

uring up to magnitude 7.1. The shelving

units are primarily designed for wine

departments in retail stores.

The OSU researchers loaded 14 of the

seven-foot tall units with 1,200 pounds, or

the equivalent of approximately 30 cases

of wine, then used a shake table to subject

the shelves to simulated 6.2 and 7.1 mag-

nitude earthquakes. When all the shaking

was over, none of the units had failed.

The shelves’ strength is achieved by

laminating layers of Oregon pine used for

both the frames and the shelves, said Gerry

Moshofsky, CEO of Newood, whose com-

pany has manufactured wood wine fixtures

since the early 1980s. Newood supplied

wood shelves to many large retail stores

prior to the Northridge, Calif., earthquake

in 1994, when many of the wood fixtures

didn’t hold up as well as steel, and the gro-

cery chains changed back to steel. In an

effort to regain some of the market share

lost after the earthquake, the company

developed a “seismically resistant” wood

fixture using laminated the layers of pine,

which turned out to be so strong, the com-

pany named it MightyPine.
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By William J. Lynott

T
he tree care business is tough in

this economy, and it’s probably

going to get tougher. In times like

these, every customer becomes a critically

important asset that you can’t afford to

lose.

Over the years, marketing studies have

consistently shown that the cost of finding

new customers is about five times the cost

of retaining old customers – and finding

new customers these days is more costly

and more difficult than ever. Obviously,

keeping old customers coming back, espe-

cially in this turbulent economy, should be

a permanent part of your marketing pro-

gram.

Put simply, satisfied customers and their

referrals are the foundation for the contin-

ued health of your tree care business. If that

foundation is allowed to erode, your busi-

ness is headed for certain trouble. With that

in mind, here are six powerful ways to help

you to hang on to your existing customers

– to make them keep coming back to do

business with you.

Make client satisfaction your hallmark

Client satisfaction is the least expensive,

most powerful marketing medium avail-

able to you. Nothing will build loyalty

faster than happy clients bragging to their

friends about you and the quality of your

service – and nothing will eat away at your

business more relentlessly than unhappy

clients complaining about you on the golf

course.

“Some small-business owners tend to

live in the moment, particularly when deal-

ing with a difficult customer,” says

Christopher Simmons, president of

Neotrope, a U.S. business marketing firm.

“By focusing on the long-term, and mak-

ing the customer happy ‘right now,’ you

plant the seeds for a long-term relationship.

The ‘brick wall’ approach of adhering to

inflexible policies can backfire in building

relationships. Flexibility in customer rela-

tions is essential in building long-term

customer loyalty.”

Yes, it sometimes takes both time and

money to resolve a customer complaint,

and it can be especially trying when you

feel that the complaint is not justified.

Maybe it was your mistake in the way a

tree job was done; maybe it wasn’t.

However, the point to remember is that the

dollars you spend resolving a complaint

are marketing dollars – arguably the most

effective client-loyalty dollars that you can

spend.

Treasure your most valuable asset: your

client list

You are capturing the name and mailing

address of every one of your clients into a

flexible computer database, aren’t you? If

not, you should begin today. In time, you

will come to appreciate the value of your

effort.

The job needn’t be time-consuming or

difficult. For the typical tree care business,

a simple way to keep track of customers is

with a spreadsheet program such as

Microsoft Excel. “If you make a separate

entry for each customer with name, address

and other pertinent information, you’ll be

able to tell at a glance who your best cus-

tomers are and which ones you haven’t

heard from lately,” says Simmons.

If your record-keeping needs grow as

your business expands, data from a spread-

sheet can easily be imported into a more

elaborate database manager.

Most people prefer to do business with

companies they know. That’s why your list

of clients is a priceless commodity. Even if

you use your client list for nothing more

than an annual postcard reminder, it can be

one of your most valuable client-loyalty

tools; but it can easily be more than that.

During slow times, a post card listing of all

your services and products can bring in

extra business while you cement the loyal-

ty of your present customers.

Bob Crawford, director of marketing for

Sprint Business Solutions, adds this

advice: “Use each contact with the cus-

tomer to learn more about them and their

particular needs. Then, be sure to capture

that information so you can use it to create

better offers for them next time.”

Determine that you will never lose a

client to a competitor

Remember, on average, it costs five

times as much for a business to find a new

client than to keep an old one. You should

focus on the significance of that statement.

It is one of the most powerful concepts in

the world of business.

You don’t need to be reminded that there

are lots of your competitors ready and anx-

ious to snatch your customers away from

you. Armed with that knowledge and your

awareness of the cost of replacing a lost

client with a new one, it should be easy for

you to understand the importance of never

giving a client a reason to stray. 
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Once a new client gives you work for the

first time, you’ve done the hard part. Now,

your job is to instill the notion that doing

business with you will always be a satisfy-

ing experience.

You and your employees must never lose

sight of the fact that developing a new

client is a costly and difficult job. Once a

stranger “crosses your threshold,” a major

part of your overall marketing program

must be centered on ways to make sure that

he or she never has reason to leave you for

a competitor.

What problems are most likely to cause

customers to default to a competitor? Mr.

Crawford offers these six potential pitfalls:

� Not knowing your customers and

their needs

� Treating customers like numbers and

lack of personal touch

� Lack of customer communications to

keep them engaged

� Inadequate customer service and

sales support

� Failing to show up for scheduled

services

� Not addressing customer issues/con-

cerns in timely fashion

Set your business apart

America’s most successful entrepre-

neurs, gigantic or tiny, are those who have

carefully developed a unique identity. Your

job is to evaluate your strengths and then

combine them to form a unique identity –

an identifiable image for you and your

company.

Perhaps you’ve been in business longer

than your nearest competitors have. Or

maybe you or your employees have the

kind of skills, technical know-how and

desire that will allow a client to feel that

her project will result in a first-class result.

Or perhaps you have a long and impressive

list of satisfied clients. Whatever your mar-

ketable strengths, you should write them

all down, study them, and then determine

how to separate yourself from your com-

petitors – how to motivate potential clients

to seek you out, and existing clients to feel

fortunate to have access to your services.

Once you’ve sold yourself and your

employees on why you are the best choice

for clients who require the utmost in

dependability, you must focus your mar-

keting efforts on ways to promote this

image to both clients and prospects.

Never break a promise

Arguably, there is no easier way to alien-

ate a customer permanently than breaking

a promise.

“Keeping your promises is a vital part of

solid customer relations,” says Simmons.

“If you tell a customer you will have a

project done by a certain time, you must do

everything you possibly can to fulfill your

promise.”

Surveys show that broken promises are

always among the most prominent reasons

why customers abandon a business. You

probably know from your own experience

just how frustrating it can be when a busi-

ness breaks a promise to you.

Should you find yourself in a position of

having to break a promise, always contact

the client as soon as you learn about the

problem. An early explanation and a sin-

cere apology will go a long way toward

easing the customer’s frustration.

Go the extra mile

You may not have thought about it this

way, but a complaint from a customer can

actually be turned into a valuable asset.

Some years ago, a major retail marketing

study revealed that customers whose com-

plaints were satisfactorily resolved became

better customers of the company than they

were before the incident that triggered the

complaint.

Some of the most successful companies

in the world have been built on a founda-

tion that revolves around the principle that

customer complaints provide a valuable

opportunity to build the business.

When L.L. Bean, founder of one of the

world’s most successful catalog order

firms, was just starting out, he suffered

what could have been a disastrous setback.

Shortly after he began shipping his first

waterproof, hand-made boots, complaints

that the boots leaked started coming in

from customers.

Determined to fulfill his promise of cus-

tomer satisfaction, Bean returned the full

purchase price to every customer. Then, he

set out to correct the flaw in the boot’s

design. That was the beginning of the cus-

tomer loyalty that helped to make L.L.

Bean what it is today.

Sometimes, satisfying a customer com-

plaint calls for measures that you may feel

are unreasonable. When that happens,

think of the cost in time and money as an

investment in your future.

William J. Lynott is a freelance writer who
specializes in business management and
personal and business finance. 
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HELP WANTED

Central South Carolina

Sixty-year-old company is experiencing tremendous
growth with stability. Immediate openings for fore-
man, climbers, apprentice climbers, grounds crew
and plant health care specialist. All positions are full
time and offer job security. Applicants must possess
a driver’s license, great work ethic, great communica-
tion skills, neat appearance and a desire to advance.
Company will assist with training plus cost to achieve
arborist cert. and CDL. Benefits include great wages,
health & dental insurance, vacation, personal time,
holidays, paid training and conference cost reim-
bursement. For more info, contact Chris Freeman at
(803) 252-7664, chris@soxandfreeman.com, fax
(803) 252-4858.

Live and play in Salem Oregon, the Great Pacific
Northwest

Unbelievable skiing, hunting, fishing, camping. One
hour to beach & beautiful Cascade mountains. Safe
work environment and great schedule. Top wages for
the industry. Med/Dental. Elwood’s Tree Service Co.
since 1981. Call for confidential interview (503) 390-
2838, fax (503) 390-9648, e-mail ftreei@proaxis.com.

Work with the Nation’s Capital Tree Care Co. 

We are an accredited company and serve thousands
of residential, commercial, municipal & Federal
clients in the Washington DC area. We specialize in
tree pruning, plant health care, and preservation.
Safe, drug-free, competitive benefits package, we
promote career advancement, and continuing educa-
tion. Positions available year round: Sales (Arborist);
Tree Climbers & Foremen; Plant Health Care
Technicians. E-mail: Jobs@RTECtreecare; (703) 573-
3029.

For People Who Love Trees – www.arborguard.com

Arborguard Tree Specialists, with offices in Atlanta
and Augusta, Georgia; and Charlotte, North Carolina,
seeks experienced sales arborists, crew leaders,
climbers and plant health care technicians who
demonstrate a passion for excellence. Arborguard
maintains an exciting and highly spirited team cul-
ture that is focused on a positive experience for
employees and clients alike. 
A decision to join our team will ensure year-round
work for a prestigious and high-end client base, over
100 hours of annual paid training, an OSHA compli-
ant work environment, paid vacation and personal
days, paid holidays, paid healthcare and 401(k). 
If you seek personal and professional development,
appreciation, recognition and career opportunities,
you may have found them. To explore this unique
opportunity, contact:
Spence Rosenfeld, President, Arborguard, P. O. Box
477, Avondale Estates, GA 30002, or send fax to (404)
294-0090, or e-mail srosenfeld@arborguard.com
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Supervisors – Utility Line Clearance

Pittman Enterprises in the Shenandoah Valley of VA, has
opportunities for ambitious, organized, hard working
individuals to join our team. Several openings through-
out VA, MD, WV, PA, & NC. Supervisor experience in
Utility Line Clearance is required. Responsibilities: cus-
tomer interaction & satisfaction, crew management,
and estimating time and resources required for both
Distribution and Transmission line projects. We offer an
excellent compensation and benefits package, includ-
ing medical, vacation, personal time, holidays,
retirement and company vehicle. If you are a team 
player and interested in career growth please forward
your resume to: Fax: (540) 636-4174; E-mail:
calley@shentel.net.

Bartlett Tree Experts

Continues to grow in the South with immediate open-
ings for experienced Sales Arborist/Representatives,
experienced Foremen, IPM Technicians and Tree
Climbers in the Carolinas, Georgia, East Tenn & No.
Fla. Benefits include paid vacation, holidays, med-
ical, dental, 401(k), training & continuing education.
Applicant must be reliable, customer-service & career
oriented. CDL a plus. Fax or e-mail your resume 
to (770) 414-9762; sjohnston@bartlett.com;
www.bartlett.com.

Tree Climbers/Equipment Operators/Crew Leaders

Bozeman Tree Service & Christmas Décor Inc,
Montana’s first accredited tree service, is now hiring.
We offer great wages, 401(k) with profit sharing, paid
vacations, holidays and health insurance. Call (406)
522-TREE (8733) Fax (406) 586-3352 e-mail
jeff@bozemantreeservice.com

Premier Tree & Shrub Care – Metro Atlanta Area

Located in Gwinnett/Walton/Cobb counties. Accepting
applications for Climbing Foreman & Climbers. Class-
A CDL needed. ISA cert. a plus. Minimum 5 yrs.’
climbing exp. Also excepting qualified applicants for
position of Fleet/Equipment manager. Experienced
Lawn/Tree & Shrub tech needed, this person must have
Pesticide License or obtain one within 6 months of hire
date. Fax Resume to (770) 267-8711, e-mail pre-
miertreecare@yahoo.com or contact Eddie Sheppard at
(770) 267-8733.

TREECO Tree Service

San Francisco Bay Area. A successful 19-year-old busi-
ness has dynamic opportunities for experienced
arborists to join us as: Account Managers, Foremen.
Please send resume to: jobs@serpicolandscaping.com.

Safety Supervisor – Texas

Must be able to travel, relocate if necessary, & com-
municate well with crews. ISA Cert. Arborist & CTSP
certification required, but may be completed within
the first year. Bi-Lingual a requirement. If you have
questions about the duties or applying for this posi-
tion, please contact Jim Lorrigan, Safety Manager
cell: (515) 708-0350 or Will Nutter cell: (515) 707-
7551 or the West Des Moines office, 1-800-882-1216.
Send a written résumé to include past work history,
special pertinent skills, certifications and licenses,
and formal education level to: jlorrigan@wright-
tree.com or wnutter@wrighttree.com, or fax your
information to the attention of either Jim or Will at
(515) 274-3852.

Arborist/Salesperson in SE PA

Rapidly growing full-service landscape and tree serv-
ice company seeks highly motivated, ambitious and
responsible Sales Representative. Must have basic
knowledge of tree care, (degree in Arboriculture is a
plus), must be ISA certified and display excellent
communication & leadership qualities. Please fax
resume & references to (215) 535-2654 or call (267)
784-8560.
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Tamarack Tree Care is seeking an Area Manager for
Alberta, British Columbia. 

Knowledge & experience in the line clearance industry
is required. Interested applicants can contact Matt at
(613) 213-4771 or email resumes to mrandi@tama-
rackforestry.com.

Preservation Tree Services

TCIA-accredited, recruits year round in Sales,
Production & Admin. Forward your resume to
pg@preservationtree.com , or mail to 11700 Preston
Rd., Ste. 660 PMB#137 Dallas, TX 75230. Always
looking for the best & brightest! EOE

Come Grow with us

DeAngelo Brothers, Inc. has been a leading
Vegetation Management Company since 1978. We
specialize in Railroad, Roadside, Industry and
Aquatic Vegetation Management and some of our
client’s include many of the largest corporation’s in
North America. We are a market leader with a clear
vision of the future investing heavily in our people,
core values and friendly work environment. We are
looking for hard working talented people who have
experience in managing the day-to-day operations of
our Branches and Divisions throughout the United
States and Canada. Qualified applicants must have a
minimum of 2 years’ experience working in the green
industry, have proven leadership abilities and strong
customer relations and interpersonal skills. We offer
an excellent salary, bonus and benefits package
including 401(k) and company paid medical and
vacation benefits. For career opportunity and confi-
dential consideration, send or fax resume, including
geographic preference and willingness to relocate to: 
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc.; Attn: Human Resources
Department; 100 North Conahan Drive; Hazleton, PA
18201; Phone: 1-800-360-9333; Fax: (570) 459-
5363; E-mail: cfaust@dbiservices.com EOE/AAP
M-F-D-DV

Take Your Career a Mile High

With roots proudly planted in Colorado’s soil since
1947, we’ve grown into one of America’s most
respected landscape care services. Come join more
than 200 passionate green-industry professionals,
with opportunities for:

Certified Arborists with removal experience
Trim Field Supervisor with Ornamental 
Pruning Expertise
Sales Representatives
PHC Qualified Supervisors

Other production positions available – in Denver and
Fort Collins. Swingle offers year-round employment in
the sunny Colorado outdoors, plus top industry wages
and benefits. We also provide great opportunities for
college graduates and student interns. If you are a
results-oriented, motivated individual looking for a
growing company recognized for safety and legendary
service – we need to talk to you. Visit our Web site at
www.myswingle.com to learn more or to apply online.
Or call Dave Vine at (303) 337-6200 or e-mail
dvine@swingletree.com. When it comes to your
career…choose Swingle.

Aspen, Colorado

We are now recruiting for plant health care manage-
ment/techs and certified arborist foreman for the
2009 season. If you have a passion for high quality
tree care and have experience, we need you! Excellent
pay, late model equipment, work 8 months & play for
4 months in one of the nation’s most beautiful areas.
E-mail resume or inquiries to jjones@aspentreeser-
vicecolorado.com or fax to (970) 963-6214.
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Bartlett Tree Experts

Continues to grow in the Western U.S. & Canada.
Immediate openings for Experienced Foremen, Tree
Climbers, IPM Monitors & Arborist Reps in San
Francisco Bay area, Phoenix, Tucson and British
Columbia, Canada, offices. Paid vacation, holidays,
medical, dental, 401(k), training and continuing edu-
cation. Applicant must be safe, reliable,
customer-service & career oriented. CDL & ISA certifi-
cations are a plus. Fax or e-mail your resume to (415)
472-8651 or pandreucci@bartlett.com.

Florasearch Inc.

In our third decade of success in Arboriculture key
employee search. Candidate contact welcome, confi-
dential & free. Contact us: (407) 320-8177,
search@florasearch.com, www.florasearch.com.
1740 Lake Markham Rd., Sanford, FL 32771.

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

2006 Carlton 1790 XP 

With 88hp Kubota Diesel (9” capacity) - 125 Hours,
Auto Feed, Twin Hydraulic feed wheel lift cylinders,
Height-adjustable chute with rotation, 48” wide in-
feed hopper, 7000 lb Torflex axle, spare tire and
wheel, extended tongue. The unit is in excellent
shape. Will pay up to $1,000 toward delivery. $21,000
Mark (504) 669-0819 or e-mail mark@tree-
medics.com or check it out at www.tree-medics.com.

For Sale

Skid-mount Bean Royal 70 pump and 4-cyl kaiser
motor, w/no tank. Skid-mount Bean 20 gpm pump
and motor, 300 gal tank w/electric reel and 300-ft
new hose. Located in CT. Both need some TLC. Call
(203) 219-3456 for info.

Opdyke Inc.

150+ specialized trucks in stock boom/crane/knuck-
lebooms/ 4x4 single and tandem. Go to our Web site
www.opdykes.com. (215) 721-4444.

Fiberglass Covers for LRs and XTs 

PCC’s fiberglass guards & covers significantly outlast
the OEM plastic covers...and they cost less. Plastic
Composites Company 1-800-747-9339; www.bucket-
truckparts.com.

2003 Air Burner 

S-217 w/ 17' box that burns average 6 tons/hr. An
environmentally friendly alternative to open burning.
Shipping avail. at buyers cost. www.airburners.com to
see in action. $50,000 or BO. (734) 241-7510 Steve
flocity@sbcglobal.net.

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes

All types and brands of professional arborist 
climbing, lowering and rope accessories at 
warehouse prices. Call for current price list. 
Visa, MC, AX. Small Ad – Big Savings, since 1958. 
1-800-873-3203.
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Vermeer Stump Grinder

1999 Vermeer 752; 516 hrs,$16,500 0BO. 2001
Vermeer 252, 63 hrs,$7,500 OBO. Both purchased
new, only operated by owner. Garage kept, both in
excellent condition. Retiring. Located in Delaware.
Call for photos. (302) 349-4032.

Spider Lifts for Sale

New, demo and used. Different brands from 52-foot 
to 102-foot working height. See them at 
www.TrackedLifts.com. or call Mike Hrycak at 
(201) 206-2464.

Allied Equipment of Wisconsin

Stumper guard OEM Bucket Trucks to 70 ft., Stump
Grinders, Chippers, aerial lift parts & service. Rayco
parts. We rent Rayco/Forestry Mowers. www.alliedutil-
ityequipment.com 1-800-303-0269.

2006 International 4300 w/ Aerial Lift AL 40 bucket

DT466E w/ 7,065 miles, Auto, A/C, Air Brakes, 45’
working height over center boom, barely used in near
perfect condition. Call Mark (504) 669-0819 or e-mail
mark@tree-medics.com $75,000.

2003 Morbark 30/36 Chipper 

Approx. 1,300 hours., full cab, heat/AC, Babbit
knives, C-9 Cat 335 hp, swivel discharge, excellent
shape, asking $125,00 New $225,000. (201) 768-
0694, info@kenstreecare.com.

DuMorr Lift Rentals 

We pride ourselves on supplying the best & newest
equipment on the market. 75' elevator units on 08 &
09 chassis for rent or sale. Call for rates & 
availability. 1-800-258-1010 or e-mail dumor-
rliftrental@gmail.com.

Tamarack Forestry is selling bucket truck surplus

Aerial Lift of CT Buckets mounted on 1996-1999 Ford,
GMC & Int’l trucks. All trucks are diesel, average
miles are 50,000 & booms are in excellent shape.
Prices are $23,500 to $29,500. Call Matt at (315)
323-2303 or 1-800-858-0437.

PRODUCTS & 
SERVICES

Hardware and software by an arborist for the
arborist

For more information about the industry’s best-selling
package, call or write Arbor Computer Systems, PO
Box 548, Westport, CT 06881-0548. Phone: (203)
226-4335; Web site: www.arborcomputer.com; e-
mail:phannan@arborcomputer.com.

ArborGold Software 

Complete job management! Tree Management
Systems, Inc. delivers cutting edge software specifi-
cally designed to help tree care companies close more
sales, create repeat business, reduce cost and moni-
tor crew productivity, works with QuickBooks.  Visit
our Web site www.ArborGold.com for a FREE in-depth
video demo or call 1-800-933-1955 today for more infor-
mation.

Customized Consulting for the Tree Care Industry 

If it impacts your success, it’s our concern. Contact
charles@TCIAAccreditation.com

TCIA Accreditation 
Business Management

Office Procedure 
Arborgold Software Training 

Company Branding & Marketing 
Web Design 

BUSINESSES 
FOR SALE

Western Montana Tree Service for Sale

2 bucket trucks, 1 dump truck, 1 flatbed, Vermeer
1400 chipper, stump grinder, 17 saws & more. 30
years’ service by 5-year certified Arborist.
$150,000/yr gross. $125,000 for all. Contact (406)
676-TREE.

Santa Monica, So. CA

35 yrs. Arborware computer base, great client base.
gross $450-$550 p/yr. Well maintained equip: Ford
stake bed crew cab, 05 Int’l chipper truck, Little David
stump grinder, Carlton grinder, tools. $350,000. Call
(310) 413-2448.

Tree company Long Island, NY 

Nassau County. $250K/gross/18 mos. Customer base
& sales in Arborsoftworx. Near new equip: ’07 Int’l
bucket truck w/chipbox, under CDL, low mileage; ’07
Woodsman 15X chipper w/low hours. $250K all incl.
LGesser@aol.com.

California (Orange County) Tree Service/Landscape

This business boasts a deep, 25-year client base.
Owner has 3 highly skilled full-time employees & 2
part-time. Owner is ready to retire & would like to turn
his very profitable tree service over to an energetic
person who enjoys being outside in the beautiful
Southern CA weather. This would be ideal for another
tree or landscape company to merge for an immedi-
ate increase in revenue. Please call (714) 866-1928
for more detailed information.

Albuquerque, NM Tree Co

60ft bucket, 1 ton dump, 2 12" chippers, stumper, all
gear, more. Est 15 yrs, top 3 in growing ABQ, yet still
affordable. Grossing $300k +/yr, double this w/your
pest app license. $175K OBO owner fin w/$50K down
(505) 239-8733.
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By Rick Howland

T
o call the “log loaders” used in tree

care by that name is a bit of a mis-

nomer, unless, of course, you’re

also in the logging business. 

Certainly, some pieces of loading equip-

ment are meant to be dedicated to loading

logs, and they are typically found in

forestry and land clearing where the intent

is to take large logs and load them into

trailers or onto truck bodies or barges to be

carted away and turned into lumber or

paper pulp. And with the growing market

for biomass, there may be a move back in

that direction. But for most tree care busi-

nesses, the definition needs to be refined,

and the loader needs to be re-scaled.

In this business, the loader is more often

used for limbs and other, lighter debris.

Unlike the logging industry, the tree care

professional’s operation can vary widely –

from close-quarters in city cleanup to sub-

urban backyards to rugged, rural land

clearing and right-of-way maintenance.

Because we are not in the business of har-

vesting large timber, our loaders need to be

tailored to our business needs. 

Selecting the correct loader begins with

an assessment of your business and your

preferences. That will determine whether

you’d be better off with, for instance, a

large boom-type lift arm or a folding crane

type. Do you want your lift attached to a

truck to create a self-contained unit, or will

you need it on a skid-steer setup for jobsite

portability? Or should it go on a trailer or a

dump trailer? Does it need to be self-pro-

pelled? 

For the purposes of this article, we’ll

focus on loader systems that are, or can be,

mounted on a truck or trailer.

After talking with TCIA members and

manufacturers, the consensus seems to be

that the best way to start your search is in

the office. 

Begin by asking yourself a few basic

questions. Will your business be best

served by a tail-mounted boom that allows

you to back into or along side a job? Will

you need to reach up, out and over obstruc-

tions such as fencing? How far? Do you

prefer to have your lift arm attached behind

the cab to allow the truck body to function

as a dump? 

Then, consider what capacities are

appropriate in your business. Do you lift
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mostly lighter branch material and the

occasional tree trunk or stump? Or are you

lifting heavier materials on a regular basis?

Will you be in the field or doing yard

work? Do you want to expand and promote

broader capabilities?  

All of a sudden, the log/debris loader

isn’t as straightforward as one might think.

The upside is that, in all likelihood, there is

a loader and a setup versatile enough to

match your needs or, if not, that one can be

easily retrofitted with existing technology

to do so.

As with so many of the technologies

we’ve written about, the name of the game

with loaders is versatility and economies of

scale. By combining a multitude of tree

care “talents” on one platform, such as a

loader, chip/dump body, sprayer, etc., the

tree care business owner can reduce the

overall fleet and the costs associated with

fielding multiple rigs, and reduce crews

and crew size while at the same time

broadening the menu of services.

For example, John Such, owner of Hawk

Equipment Corporation, distributors of

Magnum Cranes, says he’s seeing a grow-

ing popularity of the type of lift that folds

and tucks in behind the cab of a truck,

which can then be custom-fitted with a spe-

cial-purpose body.

“This equipment is part of the knuckle

boom evolution,” he says. “It’s not a new

mousetrap, it’s new ideas applied to a

proven technology.”  

Such explains that inspiration for these

types of lifts was taken from excavator

designs, which help make the lift mecha-

nism strong, but are lightened by several

thousand pounds through utilizing fine-

grained, high-tensile steel throughout. This

allows the lift to be stowed behind the cab

of a truck yet deliver optimum strength-to-

weight-ratios in configurations of from

four to 20 tons. Furthermore, the crane

boom geometry has been optimized to

increase stiffness. This means that comput-

er systems are not required for load and

deflection control. 

A typical Hawk configuration would uti-

lize an Arbortech truck body, the Magnum

Crane and a Heiden grapple, and then

might also be fitted with additional equip-

ment, for example a sprayer. 

“We have cities that like these setups for

their forestry departments because one

truck can do so many things,” says Such.

Hawk’s new Utility Tree Truck can be used

as a chip truck, open-top dump, flatbed and

“urban log truck.” Other uses include tree

spray rig or materials handling (landscape

materials such as palettes of stone, railroad

ties, etc.) unit. 

As with any equipment, safety is always

a major issue. Obviously, it’s important to

match the loader lift to the truck chassis

and also to the grapple. And, as often as it

is said, it cannot be overstated – do NOT

try to over-reach. If your boom or crane has

a capacity of 4,000 pounds extended to six

feet, it may have only a 1,000-pound safe

lifting capacity at 25 feet. (This is by way

of example only; always refer to the manu-

facturer’s safety specs and procedures.)

Dave Nordgaard, an industry veteran

and founder of Top Notch Tree Care

(recently sold to Bartlett Tree Experts) and

Top Notch Equipment, says the loader

setup is purely a matter of personal prefer-

ence. In the tree care business, the huge

crane/boom setups are left to the loggers in

favor of what he calls a “straight” truck –

that is, not a tractor-trailer rig or fifth wheel

– with a custom body. The two boom-type

options, as he describes them, are the tail-

mounted and the nestled type (behind the

cab).

For Nordgaard, it is not the nestled-

behind-the-cab technology that works best;

he prefers loaders mounted at the rear of a

truck or trailer. Why? Accessibility and a

different kind of versatility that works for

him.

“Rigs set up between the cab and truck

body usually means there’s a dump box.

Positioning of the loader makes it easier to

drop the load fast. I prefer the rear mounts

on a straight truck, which really doesn’t

take much longer to unload. For me, the

larger knuckle boom at the tail of a straight,

non-dump truck also means I can pull
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A Loglift 75ZT loader with a Southco 16-foot dump body.

A Loglift 105Z loader in the retracted position with
Southco HD MP-14 dump body.
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another trailer with additional volume; that

means the ability to take on larger jobs and

to get jobs done faster,” Nordgaard says.

He says he’s used Prentice, Serco and

Barko loaders.

Furthermore, and probably more impor-

tant to him, is reach. With the larger boom

capability on the rail of a truck, he says he

can get closer to the job and utilize more of

the effective lift capacity of the boom in

certain applications, reaching up and over a

fence for larger material or backing up to a

tree and removing it a piece at a time. Also,

the tail-mount minimizes the need or ten-

dency to load over the cab of the truck.

Depending on the job configuration, lifting

from the side can mean having to limit the

grab length, especially if reaching from

mid-chassis over the cab or truck body. He

feels that the mid-mount can take some

reach away from the operator. “Certainly,

you get a full side-reach, but not a full

length-reach,” Nordgaard says.

Other considerations Nordgaard brought

up were post-lift applications. For exam-

ple, he says if you’re lifting material to

send to a chipper, try to match the speed

and capacity of the loader with the pro-

cessing capability of the chipper. 

Also, in this economic/energy environ-

ment where what used to be junk is now

gold, the days of HAVING to chip down

material to cut dump trips and volume are

changing. Nordgaard says “speed-loading”

debris and taking it to a site that charges lit-

tle to no money (or actually pays for

material where it used to cost up to $15 a

yard to dump) can mean your loader will
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Hawk Equipment’s utility tree vehicle can be set up for use as a chip truck, open top dump, flat bed and urban log truck.
By removing both sides in two picks with the crane, you have a flat bed.
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actually save you time and money. In

Nordgaards’s area of Minnesota, demand is

so high for bio fuel starter material that it’s

cheaper to load and dump raw waste at a

dedicated site and skip the chipping

process altogether – a savings of time, fuel

and manpower.

“It always boils down to the scale of

your business. If you’re doing pruning, you

don’t need the big knuckle-boom loaders,”

he says.

A word about grapples…

We live in an economy and an age where

versatility, not necessarily specialization,

puts money to the bottom line. As you con-

sider your loader system, don’t overlook

what the business end – the grapple – can

do. Ironically, the specialization of these

clamping devices can broaden your skill

set and put your boom, truck and crews to

new and additional uses.

Broadly, you’ll find two major classes of

grapples. 

The bypass is a claw-type setup in which

the tines or forks actually bypass one

another. These claws can bypass one

another closely, virtually adjacently like a

pair of scissors, or at some lateral distance

from one another, depending on what

you’re picking up. For brush debris, you

may want them close-in. For loading logs,

you may wish them with more of an offset

for control.

The other main category is a butt-type

clamp, which can include clamshell-style

grapples. In this category you can find

grapples designed specifically for rock

clearing and what’s called a trash grapple,

ideal for storm cleanup. If you’re into

expanding into land-clearing, swapping out

your grapple will make you far more

attractive as a subcontractor. 

Some grapple makers offer replaceable

and interchangeable jaws to accommodate

different materials and different sizes, and

a few offer the capability to deliver you

custom-designed grapples.

Another consideration is determining if

your crane/grapple setup needs a rotator

and what kind – some don’t rotate at all,

others will rotate up to 360 degrees and

some are infinitely rotatable! Combine that

with boom arms that can swing more than

360 degrees and the ability to handle tree

materials in any setting comes within

reach.

Ryan’s Equipment manufactures a vari-

ety of grapples built with a skid steer quick

attach. Ryan grapples can be adapted to fit

a mini excavator and are finding their way

increasingly into log and loader equipment.

Ryan’s offers 40-, 48-, 60-, 66- and 72-inch

grapples, all of a by-pass design that allows

them to close to less than three inches, pro-

viding the capability to grab small

Please circle 32 on Reader Service Card
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Lid removal is a one-piece pick with the crane for Hawk Equipment’s utility tree truck. It can also be used as an open top
dump for debris removal, etc.
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branches, piles of brush or whole logs.

According to Don Ryan, “We’re finding

that guys in tree care try to be increasingly

more versatile to make their equipment

work in many applications, from lot and

land clearing to tree care to landscaping –

whatever it takes to make equipment multi-

task.” 

Most start with

the bypass grap-

ples, which

squeeze from

wide range open-

ings to pretty

near nothing, up

to 6 feet perhaps,

closing to a mere

few inches. Over

time, users have

to watch out for

wear in the bush-

ings, rotators and

grab points,

Ryan says. But

almost any grap-

ple can be

rebuilt, he adds,

so the investment

in a good one is a

sound invest-

ment. Ryan’s

approach is to

“over-engineer and over-build” his grap-

ples, using oversized chrome pins and

hardened steel bushings. He learned the

importance of doing that when first in the

industry rehabbing grapples made by oth-

ers who had gone out of business. “We

oversize everything by at least two to three

times” he says, using as an example a 5-

ton-rated rotator typically used on a 1-ton

lift.

“The big thing with grapples is to watch

the expense, and that is maintenance.

Regularly check, service and replace as

necessary pins and bushings,” says Ryan.

“Pay attention to the rotator; replacing one

can be as expensive as a new grapple. You

can tell by the way the grapple opens and

closes. Shake the tines for looseness, put

your equipment in a situation where it’s

loaded and test for physical turning, and

especially check the hydraulic cylinders for

leaks, dents, dings and corrosion.”

Richard Goforth is vice president of

Southco Industries, Inc., a large producer

of forestry trucks. His customers are log-

gers and tree care professionals. With

respect to loaders, there are really a few

approaches to take, he explains, and it

depends on your business which best fits

the bill for you. 

“We sell two lift types, the Prentice and

the Loglift,” he says. Both typically are

mounted behind the cab, but can be

attached to the rear of the chassis. “The

Prentice is normally delivered with an 18-

foot, open-top dump log body with a tarp

system. It’s made for loading logs only. But

it’s a dedicated truck. If you do not have to

load logs, it sits, but it’s great for big take-

down and is quite popular among utility

contractors.”
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Ryan’s Equipment grapples are all of a by-pass design, which allows them to close to less than
three inches, providing the capability to grab small branches, piles of brush or whole logs.

Ryan’s Equipment grapples address the need for versatili-
ty with the capability to grab either whole logs or small
branches and piles of brush.
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“The other type we sell is the Loglift.

This is a Z-crane, capable of folding in on

itself behind the cab, making it ideal for an

arborist who wants a truck to do every-

thing,” Goforth says. 

Even though the effective reach of the

behind-the-cab mounting is similar for the

Prentice and the Loglift, the difference is

the “foldability” of the Loglift versus the

boom technology. 

“Yes, you can mount the Prentice or the

Loflift on the rear of the truck chassis, and

you’ll get more reach from the machine

(with the Loglift extended to the same

reach as the Prentice), but that means you

can’t utilize a dump body; you’d have to

unload with the grapple,“ Goforth says.

“With the Loglift, we utilize a 14-foot

dump body with a top. That way, if the

arborist doesn’t need to use the lift, he can

tow his chipper, remove the dump top with

the loader arm and use the body as a chip

dump. This setup is more versatile for the

arborist,” he says.” This setup starts at just

over $100,000, but the Loglift can be

ordered in a variety of sizes, including

those large enough to accommodate a tan-

dem chassis, “…and how fancy you want

to get,” he notes.

At the end of the day, loader preference is

a personal, or at least an individual, thing.

What is it that you do on a regular basis and

what is it that you hope to get done in this

economic environment? The right loader

means being able to do your current busi-

ness better, and being able to reach out –

literally – for new business.
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Southco sells the Prentice Model 2124 loader with a Southco 18-foot HD dump body as a package dedicated for logs only.
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A new tree hotel in the far north of Sweden by Tham &
Videgard Hansson Arkitekter in Stockholm, Sweden, will
use lightweight aluminium boxes (4x4x4 meters) clad in
mirrored glass and each hung around a tree trunk as its
rooms/cabins. The exterior reflects the surroundings and
the sky, creating a camouflaged refuge. The interior is all
made of plywood and the windows give a 360 degree
view. Courtesy Tham & Videgard Hansson, www.tvh.se.

Green News & Ideas

Each “cabin” provides a living
area for two people: double bed,
small kitchen, bathroom, living
room and roof terrace. Access is
via a rope ladder or rope bridge.
To prevent birds from flying into
the windows, otherwise transpar-
ent stickers that are visible to
birds will be added to the facades.
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T
he Davey Tree Expert Company

became the largest TCIA-accredit-

ed company in February when it

came under the Accreditation umbrella.

TCIA announced Davey’s Accreditation

status at the recent Winter Management

Conference in the Bahamas.

The Davey Company, with U.S. and

Canadian operations in 45 states and five

provinces, is the largest residential/com-

mercial tree care company in North

America. The 94 U.S. residential/commer-

cial locations of Davey and its subsidiaries

are now fully TCIA-accredited. (TCIA

does not currently offer Accreditation out-

side the United States.)

Founded in 1880 and with corporate

offices still in Kent, Ohio, Davey has been

employee-owned since 1979. With its

more than 7,000 employees, it is among

the 20 largest employee-owned companies

based in the U.S. Approximately 1,600 of

those employees are in residential/com-

mercial tree care services. 

“We are pleased to support TCIA’s

efforts to accredit all companies in the

industry,” says Karl Warnke, president and

chief executive officer. “As a long-time

leader of business innovation in our indus-

try, we appreciate the Accreditation

movement and the positive impact it will

have. TCIAAccreditation coupled with our

Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404 (financial

reporting) requirements and other inter-

nal controls and professional

certifications will set very

high standards for our ongoing

business practices.”

In addition to

residential/commercial tree

care services, Davey’s other

divisions include Utility Services,

which offers vegetation management solu-

tions, the Davey Resource Group, which

provides comprehensive utility and natural

resource consulting, and Commercial

Landscape Services, specializing in

grounds management, large tree moving,

and golf course maintenance. Davey’s

business growth is generated through a

combination of referrals, brand recognition

and integrated marketing techniques. 

Widespread employee ownership also

sets Davey apart, according to Sandra

Reid, manager of corporate

communications and mar-

keting. “We own it. We care. We

share,” says Reid.

“Throughout our North

American operations, each

Davey employee-owner

has a real stake in the company and

is committed to delivering their best every

day, regardless of location or position.”

The toughest business challenge for

Davey and those employees right now is

no different than most.

“The current economy

is challenging, but in the

midst of adversity lies

opportunity,” says Ken

Celmer, senior vice presi-

dent and general manager,

Residential/Commercial

Services. “We have

always been proud of our

industry leadership in

training and education. In

fact, this year we are cele-

brating 100 years since the

founding of The Davey

Institute of Tree Sciences.

The ‘off season’ timing of

the economic turbulence

allows us to emphasize

training and education

knowing that we will be

well positioned to take

advantage when cus-

tomers’ become focused

on their landscapes.”

“During these uncertain

times, while indicators such as housing,

financial and general industrial production

are stumbling, we are going to take a posi-

tive approach. We will continue to execute

our game plan. We’ve put together a whole

corporate strategy, step by step. We’ve

been working on it for the past year: How

do we address this economic downturn

from a sales and revenue perspective? How

do we address it from the mitigating cost

issues. It’s extensive, and it’s in place and

we’re meeting regularly on it,” says

Celmer.

Celmer and Fred Johnson, vice president

of operations support services at Davey,

took lead roles in bringing Davey, a TCIA

member since 1973, into the Accreditation

program. After discussions with TCIA,

Davey decided to get into the program in

early 2008, and actually started working on
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With more than 7,000 employees, Davey is one of the 20 largest U.S. based employ-
ee-owned companies

Accreditation
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it in May 2008. Celmer assigned Maureen

Molnar, a Davey business analyst, to coor-

dinate the audit with Randall MacDonald,

a TCIA Accreditation approved auditor.

It took Davey about eight months to get

through the process.

“Actually it went very smoothly,” says

Celmer. “Davey is

probably its own

worst critic. Our

internal brand

promise is

Building on the

Best of Davey, and

we push ourselves

to reach that

superlative. Davey

people set very

high standards for

themselves as they

constantly strive to

achieve expectations.”

“There were some minor issues – record

keeping issues, proper filing and status of

records – related to the fact that there are so

many branches that trying to have all

record keeping in two places, at the branch

level and at the corporate level, is a chal-

lenge. That was really the only issue,

which to me is only indicative of the

expanse of the company.”

Celmer says the outside audit was a good

thing.
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Ken Celmer

John Davey (1846-1923), considered the
father of the science of tree surgery, was
born in Somersetshire, England. Although
he did not learn the alphabet until his early
20s, his sharp intellect and analytical skills
allowed him to become a skilled orator,
author, publisher and inventor.

John Davey mastered agriculture under
the tutelage of his father, the superinten-
dent of a large farm. He developed a strong
work ethic and passion for arboriculture.
Davey believed that great lengths should
be taken to preserve natural resources,
especially those that take more than a life-
time to replace.

He took his convictions to America in
hopes of preserving ailing trees and pro-
viding quality horticultural services. He
subsequently launched a landscape and
greenhouse business in Warren, Ohio, and
then, in 1880, founded The Davey Tree

Expert Company in nearby Kent.
The company, still headquartered in

Kent today, is a tribute to John Davey’s
ingenuity. His motto, “Do It Right Or Not
At All,” and his commitment to environ-
mental stewardship are the guiding
principles inspiring the company’s approxi-
mately 7,000 nationwide employees.

Source: The Davey Tree Expert Co.

John Davey and the founding of The Davey Tree Expert Co.

An early classroom at The Davey Institute of Tree
Sciences.
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“It’s good to have internal checks and

it’s nice, periodically, to have another set of

eyes from outside the company to take a

look and say, ‘it’s good; or, it’s not as good

as it should be.’ It was nice to double check

our best practices to validate them,”

Celmer says. “It proved to us that our inter-

nal controls are very effective – even with

the wide spread and geographic diversity,

something that we work hard to achieve.”

Davey considers Accreditation a signifi-

cant investment and looks for a return from

it. They have put together a marketing

plan, both internally and externally.

“Externally, we expect to reinforce con-

sumer confidence. Consumers are secure

in selecting a company that has an

Accreditation seal,” says Celmer, adding

that it’s like the way people have always

felt about the Better Business Bureau. “It’s

a new badge, a new tag.”

Internally, for employees, it is another

bar to reach for or another ribbon to put on

their chest. “The Accreditation badge is

very visible – it can be on the uniform, on

the truck or the equipment, something they

can see every day. It is another source of

pride and recognition to operate at the

highest standards.”

Celmer adamantly affirms that he would

recommend Accreditation to other compa-

nies.

“Absolutely, I’d recommend it,” he says,

particularly pointing to the process of

checks and balances you go through.

“We view our company as a close team

that works in a single direction in a collab-

orative way,” says Warnke. “In a sense,

you might say that The Davey Company is

part of another team. This one is comprised

of the 120 companies that are part of TCIA

Accreditation and represent the highest

standards in the industry.”
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Davey’s training and education heritage dates back to 1909, when The Davey Institute of Tree Sciences was founded
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The Accreditation process went smoothly, partly due to
Davey’s existing best practices
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Reporter is the monthly newsletter of the Tree Care Industry Association. TCIA members can access the complete publication at www.treecareindustry.org.

The 2008 TCIA Safety Awards were pre-
sented by Jack Guffey, president of Carolina
Tree Care and incoming member of the TCIA
Board of Directors, and Peter Gerstenberger,
CTSP, TCIA’s senior advisor for safety, com-
pliance & standards, during Winter
Management Conference in February.

When it comes to safety, if we look around
we find that our members are proactively

engaged in very noteworthy initiatives and their
employees routinely put their safety knowledge
to the test with remarkable results. TCIA’s
Safety Awards recognize both the outstanding
contributions of companies as well as the hero-
ic actions of their employees. 

OOuuttssttaannddiinngg  CCoommppaannyy  CCoonnttrriibbuuttiioonn  AAwwaarrddss
F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert Company was rec-

ognized for the work of Brian Maxon, CTSP,
safety coordinator in Bartlett’s southeastern
region, who worked with a company called
Instinct Glove to develop a hand and forearm
protection device different from anything previ-

ously developed, to guard against handsaw
cuts. Brian analyzed company data, researched
manufacturers and worked with the company’s
design engineers to design and refine a prod-
uct. As the project came to completion, Brian
requested and was granted the authority to
release the design and any proprietary rights to
the industry via Instinct Glove, where today this

system can be purchased. 
Vine & Branch, Inc. of Carmel Indiana won

for its ongoing efforts to educate the public
about tree hazards through three initiatives
called Hazard Tree Recognition, Tree
Inspection Program or TIP, and a Visual Tree
Assessment program. Company representa-
tives manned booths, spoke to citizen groups,
wrote informative articles and set up programs
– in all they participated in more than 25 dis-
tinct initiatives aimed at public awareness and
education. 

OOuuttssttaannddiinngg  iinnddiivviidduuaall  oorr  ccrreeww  ppeerrffoorrmmaannccee
On three separate occasions, Asplundh

crews found themselves in the right place at
the right time to employ their training and
demonstrate their courage. All three incidents
won recognition.

The first incident is both recognition of
exemplary behavior as well as a lesson in why
homeowners should not attempt tree work. In
May, the Asplundh crew of Luke Bauman, Jesse

Safety Awards commend actions on the job
Amber was spotting for
the bucket operator when
his hydraulic saw slipped
and nearly severed his
right hand three inches
above the wrist. Amber
brought the bucket down,
simultaneously calling
911 on her cell phone. 

If you missed TCIA’s first six webinars, you
missed a lot. The easiest and most cost-

effective way to improve profitability – without

leaving home – is now online at tcia.org.
The TCIA Webinar Series offers simple and

affordable online education that will enhance
your business, increase safety and reduce
costs. 

The January and February webinars, on
“Financing Your Business Expansion, Chain
Saw Maintenance, Surviving Tough Economic
Times, Writing Simple Contracts, and
Migrating Customers from Spray to Plant
Health Care, were spirited and lively – and are
still available at www.tcia.org.

But nothing beats the live broadcast, when
you can ask you specific questions directly to
the presenter. Don’t miss the upcoming webi-
nars, and always stay tuned for new offerings.
See the list above, and check tcia.org for more
current updates.

Are you tuned in?
March 3 John Iurka – 

Knowing Your Cost Drivers
March 11 Tim Walsh – 

Setting Up an Employee 
Orientation Program

March 18 John Iurka – 

How to Price by Knowing
Costs

April 8 Tim Walsh – 
Setting Up a Safety Program

April 21 Mary McVicker – 
Developing a Monthly
Operating Budget for Your
Tree Business

May 5 Keith Sheriff –
Setting Up a Formal
Employee Training Program 

May 12 Peter Sortwell –
How to Grow Your Business
Through Commercial
Contracts

Upcoming TCIA webinars

A screen capture from “Surviving

Tough Economic Times” by Guy

Gruenberg, the February 3 webinar.

(Continued on next page)
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Gardner and Davin Athman were working in
Hamilton, Montana, when a homeowner direct-
ly across the street cut himself severely with a
pole saw. Hoping the crew would know what to
do, the man drove himself the short distance to
their location. He was losing a lot of blood from
a deep laceration. The crew’s emergency
response training kicked in and in a very coor-
dinated fashion they alerted EMTs, made the
victim comfortable and staunched the blood
flow with an improvised tourniquet and the con-
tents of their first aid kit. After EMTs left the
scene with the victim, the crew even drove his
pickup home and put his dogs in the house at
the victim’s request!

In Cleveland, Texas, in September, a crew out
of Daytona, Florida, consisting of crew leader
Thunder Lightning Storm Cloud and trimmer
Jason Scott Humphries were engaged in cleanup
after hurricane Ike and happened to be driving
through a neighborhood when they witnessed a
pit bull attacking a four-year-old girl. Without
hesitation and with no weapon other than their
hard hats they jumped into the fray, pulled the
dog off the girl and restrained it until the police
arrived. In case you’re wondering, the crew
leader is an Apache.

Three days later and also while working on
Ike, but in Houston, Texas, Asplundh trimmer
Martin Figureroa noticed smoke coming from
the attic of a home. Knowing there were peo-
ple inside, he knocked on the door to alert the
occupants. Getting no response, he entered
the home where he found a woman with two
small children, completely unaware that their

house was on fire. Martin brought the family as
well as their pets to safety, notified emergency
personnel and cleared an access route of vehi-
cles before they arrived.

In October, a crew from Caldwell Tree Care
in Roswell, Georgia, consisting of owner Kevin
Caldwell, Terry Ferdarko, Jerome Catlin and
Mike Gullicksen worked for 17 days to assist
fellow TCIA member Champions Tree
Preservation with hurricane Ike cleanup in
Houston, Texas. Kevin was approached by a
distraught homeowner who had an uprooted,
32-inch dbh pine hanging precariously over
his house. A less scrupulous, less profession-
al company had proposed a very
dangerous-sounding plan but then walked
away, never to be seen again. There was an
imminent threat of the tree crushing the
house. Beginning the very next morning, the
crew for the first time employed two cranes as
well as a 75-foot aerial lift and advance rigging
to first stabilize and then remove the massive
tree.

The Lewis Tree Service crew of David
Peterson, Amber Pruitt and Barry Doughtie
deserve accolades for saving the life of a fellow
employee. In July, Amber was spotting for the
bucket operator when his hydraulic saw slipped

and nearly severed his right hand three inches
above the wrist. Amber brought the bucket
down, simultaneously calling 911 on her cell
phone. She and Dave Peterson pulled the vic-
tim from the bucket and used their shirts to
stem the blood flow. Dave maintained pressure
while he instructed the others on how to create
a tourniquet. They packed the victim’s arm in
ice to minimize nerve and tissue damage and
stabilized him until EMTs arrived.

A group of employees from S & S Tree
Specialists in South St. Paul, Minnesota, con-
sisting of Steve Burslie, Matt Gogala, Rick
Hogan, Brian Kreitz, Todd Omberg, Justin
Paul, CTSP, Andrea Peet, Mark Rehder and
Dave Sundmark, in April convened the com-
pany’s first formal Safety Committee. In the
first six months, giving selflessly of their time,
the Committee had already implemented at
least five safety initiatives and launched a
series of seminars, all contributing to a height-
ened safety awareness among the other
employees at S & S.

Finally, we wish to recognize Dan Barwinski,
a certified arborist and PHC technician with
Wachtel Tree Science & Service. On his third
stop of the day, Dan received no response
when ringing the bell. Then he heard a faint
voice saying, “I can’t come to the door right
now.” Sensing something was wrong, he asked
for permission to enter the house, found a hid-
den key, unlocked the door and walked in to
find an elderly woman who had fallen out of
reach of her walker and lain on the floor for
five hours. Dan called 911, called her family
and stayed with the woman until paramedics
arrived. Had he not intervened, she would
have remained lying on the floor at least
another eight hours.
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wwwwww..sshheerrrriillllttrreeee..ccoomm
PPrroodduuccttss:: SherrillTree has a full line of equipment and supplies for arborists.
MMeemmbbeerr  BBeenneeffiittss:: SherrillTree will contribute an amount equal to 5 percent of total
products/services sold to TCIA members. Of that, 2.5 percent will be applied
toward the next year’s TCIA renewal dues of those members using the services, and
2.5 percent will be applied toward development of safety and educational programs
for the tree care industry. 
EExxaammppllee:: If your company purchases $2,000 in product online, SherrillTree will
send TCIA a credit of $50 to be deposited into your membership account. Credits
accumulate throughout the 12 months of membership and when you receive your
annual renewal statement, the total credits will be subtracted from your member-
ship dues. One member earned almost $700 – paying his entire annual membership fee – using a similar TCIA affinity program. Thanks to the
support of SherrillTree, your company can at least reduce its annual dues and help offset the costs involved with keeping the industry safe. 
RReeqquuiirreemmeennttss:: In order to receive a dues credit, your company must order supplies online at SherrillTree’s Web site and click the “I’m a Member”
box in the online order form.

To learn more about how your company can benefit from this and other TCIA Affinity Programs, please call 1-800-733-2622.

Buy arborist supplies – reduce TCIA dues

Safety awards

We’d like to remind all our members that
TCIA moved to new offices in 2008. We are
reminding you because a significant amount
of mail is still being sent to the old address.
Our new address is 136 Harvey Road - Suite
101, Londonderry, NH 03053.

Don’t forget – We moved!
(Continued from previous page)
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Your PHC monitoring chart for technicians
An effective plant health care (PHC) pro-

gram utilizes the basic concept of
appropriate tree selection, planting and man-
agement of trees and shrubs. Integrated Pest
Management (IPM) is a large part of PHC, and
the predominant goal of IPM is to use a com-
bination of tactics to reduce pest populations
or to maintain them at non-damaging levels. 

The vigilant PHC/IPM technician will use
regular observation as well as good record
keeping as important tools to help control
biotic and abiotic problems associated with
trees and shrubs. The PHC Monitoring Record
is a form that will assist the PHC/IPM techni-
cian in well-timed tree health management. 

The front of the chart allows the PHC/IPM
tech to record site specific details such as tem-
perature, humidity, phenological events, site
conditions, recommendations, etc. The form
can then be shown to the customer to help sub-

stantiate certain treatment options, or can be
held in the company office as a record for that
property in order to provide a successive man-
agement system. 

The back of the chart walks the technician
through the steps of filling out the graph. A
brief review of pest signs and symptoms is
given as well as a summary of growing degree
days and how that concept applies to the pest
control.

A total PHC program will incorporate some
of these controls, and each should be noted
on the chart where applicable. These are sam-
ples of some PHC control systems:
� Mechanical control – picking insects off a

leaf or pruning off a diseased branch. 
� Cultural control – thinning branches in a

crabapple or lilac to increase air circulation
around the foliage to control powdery mildew.
Apply proper irrigation for the site and

species when needed or raking up diseased
leaves as they fall.
� Biological control – using ladybugs to

control aphids or Trichoderma spp. to control
certain root rots.
� Chemical control – Topical sprays to

manage insects and diseases. 
Many tree pests can be managed without

chemical controls by following PHC princi-
pals. If these are done properly, then the other
methods of PHC can be applied. Good obser-
vation of the plant site will show you if there is
adequate water, nutrition, sunlight, etc. for
that particular species of plant throughout the
year. Use this PHC Monitoring Record to track
your PHC for well-timed results that can add
to your long-term revenues.

To order copies of the PHC Monitoring
Record, visit www.tcia.org or call 1-800-733-
2622.
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By Bill Long

A
tree grows in Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma. It’s a survivor, THE

survivor tree, an American elm

(Ulimis americana). 

This tree survived the bomb blast on

April 19, 1995. It is the symbol of the pain,

suffering and triumph experienced on that

horrible day near the Murrah Federal

Building in the downtown.

I was privileged to prune this tree in

December 2008; invited by Mark Bays, the

Oklahoma State Urban Forester, with

Patrick Bishop and Lance Bisden, staff for

the Oklahoma City National Memorial.

Bays has been in charge of the hands-on

care of this tree for the Memorial site since

1995. He explained to me the raised walk-

way platform protecting the root system, the

watering system and

the minimal nutrition

program for this tree. It

not only survived the

explosion, it also sur-

vived years of living in

an asphalt parking lot

prior to the event.

This 80-year-old

elm is 39 inches in

diameter at 54 inches

above soil line, has a

65-foot-wide canopy

and stands 40 feet tall.

The north scaffold

branch was severed in

1996 (deadwood) and has since grown

multiple 3- to 5-inch-diameter sprouts. 

The day we pruned, the weather was

clear and cold, but I unloaded my tools,

including my Stihl 192-T chain saw and a

manual pole saw with a new razor-tooth

bull blade, and donned my hard hat. Our

goals were to (1) prune mistletoe,

phoradendron sp., (pruning the infested

branch of 1 inch or less OR break off the

mistletoe stems on larger branches); (2)

crossers; (3) deadwood; (4) brokens; (5)

stubs (2007 ice storm); (6) raise canopy for

ease of walking under the north scaffold;

(7) lighten weight on; and (8) inspect the

decayed sites (some frass was found). 

I pruned while Bays pointed out target

branches. This is one tree I didn’t want to

prune excessively or leave poor branch

collar cuts. Bishop and Bisden cleaned up

debris while directing visitor traffic away

from the work zone. This was a fairly easy

tree to access with my ladder and limb

walking the near-horizontal branches. So,

the tree endured one more stress – my mas-

sive frame on its aged structure.

Well, we came to a stopping-point,

accomplished our goals, and will do it

again in two years. We also reviewed our

work, took some photos, and looked at the

weather report for any looming ice storms.

Bill Long is owner of Southern Tree
Preservation in Harrah, Oklahoma. For
more on the Survivor Tree, visit www.okla-
homacitynationalmemorial.org.

From the Field

Above, pruning the Survivor Tree, looking West. Below, after pruning, with the Rescuers’ Orchard in foreground.

TCI will pay $100 for published “From the Field” articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing for grammar,

style and length. Entries must include the name of a company and a contact person. Send to: Tree Care Industry, 136 Harvey Road, Suite 101,

Londonderry, NH, 03053, or staruk@treecareindustry.org.

The author at work.

The Oklahoma City National Memorial & Museum was created to honor those killed, those
who survived and those changed forever by the 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah
Federal Building in Oklahoma City.
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